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in Prospect For National
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Only During Baltimore
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House Interior.
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tendentof National
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Washington, D. C, June 12. Presi- Chicago, 111., June 12. To dispose
Villisca., Iowa, June 12 M. W.
dent Taft in a special message to! of the Arizona and California cases,
Senate.
Bertillon expert of the
asuea
tor an appro- set for today, and the Louisiana cases
congress toaay
Met at noon.
federal prison at Leavenworth. Kanpriation of $100,000 to be expended by next on the list of states, the RepubAgree to program of three
sas, who was ca'led here to make recthe revenue cutter service in caring lican national committee set its meet(lay recesses
during the naords of the bloody fingerprints left
for volcano victims near Kodiak, ing for 9 o'clock today with the prostional conventions.
by the murderer of the .Moore family
Alaska.
and a long night sesRefused to
pect of an
its
and their Ernests last Snndav nieht is
Details of Havoc.
sion.
adoption of the army appro- X i,, rW'jllo ill nltlolllf olmn ,.;!. Olii.if
The California case, in view of the
priation bill conference report.
Seattle, Wash., June 12. Details of
o;' Police Donahue.
His plan is to
the havoc wrought along the Alaska statements made Monday by former
House.
with the aid of a detail of
conduct,
Senator
11
a.
the
Met
m.
attorat
Taft contest
Dick,
peninsula and the adjoining islands of
an independent
Omaha detectives,
Took up sundry civil approKodiak, Afognak and Raspberry by ney, promised to bring the title to
thorough investigation of the affair.
the whole state delegation into quesbill.
the
of
priation
Katmai
which
eruption
volcano,
participate in the maneuvers there. burst forth last
McClaughrey is convinced that some
Majority Leader Underwood
Thursday, are coming tion, owing to an alleged conflict beHe expects to have definite news in
one familiar with the Moore family
in slowly. From the meager reports tween the California
announced House would take
state primary
the near future.
committed the murder He
jand
a three days recess only durreceived at Seward, the nearest cable law and the official call of the Repubtakes little stock in theories which atSenate Journal Completed.
station to the scene of the disaster, lican national committee, issued last
national
ing the Democratic
Chief Clerk John Joerns and his it is apparent that the
tempt to line the tragedy with similar
convention.
greatest dam- - December at the meeting held
crimes in Kansas and Colorado.
stenographic assistants have complet- age was done, probably with great Washington.
ed the Senate Journal. It makes 500 loss of life,
The national committee's call speci"The man who did that knew the
among the little fishing
typewritten pages.
villages on the coast of the peninsula, fied that the voters of each congres- Deadlock Between House and Senate. fami'y, knew their habits, and the arOrder of Survey.
Washington, D. C, June 12. A dead rangements of the house," said Mcvirtually at the foot of the volcano. No sional district should have the priviSurveyor General John W. March definite news has been received from lege of choosing two delegates to rep- lock between both houses of Congress Claughrey.
has signed an order of survey to John the settlements, which have a popula- resent them in the Republican nation- over the Senate's proposal to repeal
"Everything goes to show that he
C MceKe, deputy U. S. Mineral sur- tion of about
the Canadian reciprocity law was first murdered the two Stillinger girls
200, mostly natives, but al convention.
veyor, at Hanover, Grant county, for reports from Uyak, a prosperous canUnder the California primary law, foreshadowed when the Senate today downstairs, and then went up and killthe Bully Hill lode, Central mining dis- nery town on the opposite side of Shel-iko- although the first returns showed that bs a vote of .13 to 27 refused to recede ed the Moore family on the second
trict, Grant county.
Strait, said that it was improb- the Taft delegates in the fourth con- from its amendment to the iron and floor. Xo one not familiar with the
able that those on the mainland es- gressional district were elected over steel tariff revision biii embodying the house could have done that work withChief Clerk Fairfield Resigns.
Chief Clerk Charles V.
in caped. The news from Uyak indicat- the Roosevelt delegates, the secretary repeal provision.
out awakening someone, especially
the office of State Auditor William G. ed, however, that there was no loss of state acted under the state primary
Both Houses in Accord.
since the Stillinger girls were stoplaw
and gave all delegates to Colonel
Sargent, has resigned, effective July of life on Kodiak island, the largest
Washington, D. C, June 12. The ping in a strange apartment."
15. Mr. Sargent has not yet made un and most populous of the distressed Roosevelt because of his large majori- law creating the commerce court spe
Revenge the Motive.
his mind fully as to Mr. Fairfield's suc- group. Every effort is being made to ty in the state.
cifically would be repealed, its five
The murder was not the work of
cessor or as to who will be appointed get aid to the stricken villages. Cap
Later, however, the secretary of judges dropped from government rolls
voucher clerk in his office.
tain Kirtland W. Berry, commander state determined that the boundaries and the total circuit judges thus re- maniac according to McClaughrey's
of the revenue cutter Manning has between the fourth and fifth districts duced from 34 to 29, under an amend- beUef, but rather of a scheming, reIncorporation.
been at Kodiak since the eruption be- were not clearly enough defined to ment to the legislative, executive, Judi- vengeful murderer. So far as the pub-li- t,
toIncorporation papers were filed
make possible an accurate count of the cial appropriation adopted by the Sen- are aware, not a single clew has
day by the Federal Investment Com- gan and has taken personal charge of
or Roosevelt votes in the fourth ate today. Both houses already had been found as to the identity or pres- pany of Tucumcari, Quay county. The directing relief. His vessel undoubt Taft
This change further compli-- j acted in accord in omitlmg any appro-len- t
wherabouts of the murderer.
The incor- edly saved the lives of many persons district.
capitalization is $15,00(1.
cateu the case as it was presented to priation for the court.
A. reward
Kodiak
for
he
in
ordered
500
all
of $."00 has been offered
the
and
I.
X.
Willare:
directors
porators
iams, C. V. Robinson, M. H. Koch, C. men, women and children, in the town tne committee today.
Lets Out Wood.
by the state and of $5fl0 by Montgom
The Arirona Contest
H. Rankin, C. B. Hamilton and F. M. to board his ship as soon as the erup
Washington, D. C., June 12 The ery county, tor tne apprenension oi
There are two sets of delegates at! Senate today, 29 to 28, refused to re- - the assassin.
each 400 tion began, and since the outburst sub
Clough, all of Tucumcari,
shares, and G. W. Evans, Jr., of Tu- sided the officers and crew of the Man large from Arizona, one for Taft and consider its adoption of the conferTen thousand at Funeral.
ning, have devoted all their energy to the other for Roosevelt, the latter ence report on the army appropriation
cumcari, 600 shares.
Early today, residents of the counthe
destitute
assisting
people.
the contesting faction.
bill, carrying
amendments whicu ty by hundreds, began coming into
New National Cemetery SuperinIn the state convention, after the would legislate Major General Leonard
Calls for relief tands have been sent
tendent.
Villisca to be present at the funeral
Colonel E. W. Kenda'l. superintend- out by committees appointed by the Taft men had organized, the Roosevelt Wood out of his office a chief of staff o" the victims, who were
widely
in the!ff the ai'ni'
ent of the National cemetery, has J 1st citizens of Cordova and Seward. The followers held a convention
known. The funeral is to be held at
same
been
asked to order
hall, and elected a delegation.
A Gentlemen's Agreement.
received word from the department at government has
It is ex- in a public park.
3
the transport Sheridan, which is in The contestants deny the right of the
The! pected the attendance will be from
D. C, June 12
Washington that Captain A. C. E. Von Alaskan
Washington,
to proceed at once to Taft leaders to fix a temporary roll Senate
Nyvenheim, a retired army officer Kodiak. waters,
today agreed to a program of'snoo to 10.000.
The transport
is stocked call.
three days recesses from June 17 to
from Chatanooga, Tennessee, has been
a third fingerprint expert arrived
with
which
are
Louisiana.
provisions
sorely
ordered to relieve him of his duties at
July 1, covering the period of the Re - i,ere today. It is said he will take
needed in the distressed district.
Just before the committee met, it publican and Democratic national con- - imnressinns of the finsrer tins of the
Santa Fe on June 24th, and Coloiicl
The effect of the eruption on vege was declared that the claim of the ventions.
Kendall is to arrange to leave immo
dead, the suggestion
having been
tation was indicated by a message re Roosevelt delegation from Louisiana,
The House will recess for three made that some of the
diately for Cold Harbor, Va., to asprints found
S.
X.
ceived
headed
by
by Committeeman Pearl Wight, days during the Democratic national in
Snodgrass, who has
sume charge of the large Xational
of
house might
the
different
parts
charge of the government experiment- would be that the
of the convention only and will continue is
cemetery at that place, not later than al station at Kodiak,
have been made by one of the vicnow in Seattle. Republican national committee'
exsession
of
rest
the
national
the
during
June 29.
tims. The "authorities began to drag
which said that there was imminent ceeded its authority, when it went to convention period on a
"gentlemen's the Nodaway river near the spot
Land Office Business.
of
Louisiana
all
stock
and
the
at
consolidated
the
the
danger
losing
with
uderstanding that no partisan legisla- where the bloodhounds three times
Receiver of the federal land office, station because of the pollution of the former
tion will be pressed."
warring factions.
folFred Muller, believes that the three-yea- r water supply and the destruction of The Wight delegation was elected
This statement was made today by yesterday lost the trail they had
lowed from the scenes of the octuple
homestead act will cut down the forage and grain. A supply of grain under one of the regular committees.
AlaUnderwood
of
Representative
receipts of the land office materially, for the stock was shipped from Sitka Mr. Wight was prepared to assert
bama, Democratic leader of the House. murder.
Murderer May Have Been Drowned.
as it will cut out practically all com- yesterday.
the committee that the national
The theory is that the murderer
committee's delegation which went to
mutations. This will result in the conDELUGED
WHEATLAND, WYO.,
have been drowned either by his
Louisiana in February went there for
solidation of the smaller land offices.
may
BY A CLOUDBURST.
own intent, after the commission of
the purpose of getting early convenDuring May, the Santa Fe land office,
SAVE
or by accident in attempttions and shutting out the possibility Several Miles
one of six in New Mexico, transacted TAFT
of Colorado and South- the crime,
of a Roosevelt delegation.
the following business:
ing to cover his trail by wading in
ern Track Washed Out Monthe water. There are many deep
Morrison on Deck.
Eight commutation
proofs, 12S0
ster Hail Stones.
holes in the river near here where a
CO
T For the six Taft delegates-at-largacres, $1800.
(By Special leased Wire 10 New Mexican)
man unable to swim might easily
Excess 4.39 acres, $5.49.
from Arizona appeared Samuel J. ElCheyenne, Wyo., June 11. A storm,
Mineral entries, 15 acres, $77.50.
der, a Boston attorney, and former similar to the Buffalo, Wyo., cloud- meet death.
class-matDesert land entries, $274.69 acres,
of
Taft; Robert burst, deluged the town of Wheatland
May Veto Legislative, Execu- B. Morrison, anPresident
508.67.
XX
attorney from Pres-cot- in Northern Laramie county, last
X
Desert land, act of June 22, 480
tive and Judicial Appro$125,000 PUBLIC BUILDING
Arizona, and Justice Williams, night.
FOR LAS CRUCES. X
Jr., of Tucson, one of the delegates at
acres, $120.
The storm's chief damage was to
Bill
priation
X
Final desert land entries, 3G0 acres,
large.
the Colorado and Southern railrqad,
At the Roosevelt table Ormsby
X
Senator Thomas B. Catron
$360.
several miles of track being washed!
was joined by George E. Record,
X
Bills to Pay Claims
acres, BEU
5,914
Original homestead,
transferred
EGESSARY of New Jersey, and Dwight B. Heard out. Passengers were
X
of New Mexicans.
EVESTRjBUNALN
$643.46.
across the gap by teams. Telephone
of Phoenix, of the Roosevelt delegaOne "cancellation.
and telegraph communications
with
tion.
Washington, D. C, June 12. X
Original, act February 19, 2,721 Several Recent Decisions Rehave been cut off. On MonChairman Rosewater said there was Cheyenne
The Senate passed the bill X
acres, $150.
a
similar
storm
a
carrying heavy
some doubt as to which Arizona dele- day,
strict Its Power and
to
erect a public building at X
Original, June 22, 920 acres, $106.40.
fall of hail struck Rock Springs, Wyo.
gation should be heard first, but, as
Las Cruces. N. M., to cost X
Final homesteads,
Jurisdiction- 7,957
acres,
Stones
as
as
hen's
were
large
eggs
the Roosevelt delegates had filed their
X
$125,000, on a site already ob$327.26.
credentials first, the Taft delegates driven by the wind and few windows
X
tained.
Mineral applications, 5 acres, $10.
In
town
the
remain unbroken.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) would be considered the contestants.
MexX
New
of
Catron
Senator
Lieu selections 333.33 acres, $4.00.
W Washington, 1). C, June 12.
Mr. Elder said as no primary law
ico introduced bills to pay the X
Testimony J105.40.
Fresident Taft told friends today that was in effect when the Arizona state TWO TO ONE BET TO
X
claim of Matias Baca of
Business at the land offices is fall- he would veto the
BE PLACED TONIGHT.
legislative, execu- committee called the state convention
X
for
for
Valencia
0,574
and
off
county,
selectthe
state
after
has
ing
tive appropriation bill, if, when it for June 3, doubt existed as how the
Indian depredations; the claim X
ed its lands, pickings wiM be very comes for his
should
be
abolishes
The
Johnson
to
selected.
Risk
it
delegates
$16,000
Willing
signature,
of Roman Moya of San Miguel, X
small except, perhaps, as to contests. the commerce court
in effect by cut- state committee decided to leave the
Against $8,000 That Flynn
San Miguel county, for $5,600: X
State Funds,
selection
of
to
the county
Loses Bout.
delegates
ting off the court's appropriation.
claim of Nathan Bibo of X
the
State Treasurer O. N. Marron has Both the House and Senate have eli- committees.
(By Special Leased Wlru to New Mexican)
Valencia county, for $1,580; X
received the following remittances:
Scenes of Disorder.
Las Vegas, X. M., June 12. Jack
minated provision for the court from
the claim of R. H. Stapleton of X
M. F. Downes, Grant county,
the measure.
"Only one contest was presented Johnson, champion heavyweight boxSocorro for $580, and the X
er
the
of
announced
that
world, today
President Taft said he considered when the state committee met two
claim of A. H. Reyno ds for X
Max H. Montoya, Socorro county, the court
he
would take the bet offered by a
necessary to prompt and ef- days before the convention," said Mr.
X
$3,466.
$5,157.24.
fective enforcement of the interstate Elder. "It was well known that the number of Casper, Wyo., and Colorado
Catron also intro- X
Senator
John F. Taylor, Curry
the
bout
would
win
that
county, commerce act. In
men,
conwas
to
committee
all
Flynn
hear
ready
speeches he has
X
duced a bill to grant a congres$2,423.89.
said that when its limitations were tests. At the convention at Tucson all of July fourth. Johnson announced
sional medal of honor to Cap- X
his readiness to post a certified check
Roosevelt
M. B. Jonec,
county, defined
the
contestants
received
tickets.
the
the
court,
supreme
by
tain Etienne Bujac, company X
for $16,000 against $S,000 offered by
$1,893.38.
new tribunal would be approved
by
United States X
C, thirty-thirthe
backers. The bet will be
on
Fidel
Taos
Four.1
Flynn
county, the railroads and the
(Continued
Cordova,
Page
The
people.
it is believed.
volunteers, for gallantry in the X
placed
tonight,
$2,773.18. ...
supreme court this week gave several
X
Philippines.
Game protection fund, $17.50
decisions
its X SAN ANTONIO DANCE
greatly restricting
John B. McManus, convicts' earn- powers.
X
AT TESUQUE TOMORROW. X
BOY POISONS HIS WHISings, $747.11.
KEY DRINKING FATHER.
Beginning at nine o'clock to-- ,'.X
LOUISIANA AGAIN DEVASTATED
New Game Warden.
sumes bis duties today.
morrow forenoon and lasting X
BY MISSISSIPPI FLOOD.
Trinidad C. de Baca, yesterday aftApplications for Parole.
X all day, there will be a big 'X
Could No Longer Stand Abuse
ernoon succeeded Thomas P. Gable as
The following persons, having servdance at Tesuque, nine miles X
of Mother and Children
Every Protection Levee Swept Away
game and fish warden for New Mexiand Appeal is Made to Army
co. He retains the same- office quar- ed their minimum sentence, have ap- X out of Santa Fe, in which both X
By Brute.
for Relief.
ters on the first floor of the Capitol plied for parole. Action on same will X the bucks and the squaws will
be taken at a meeting of the board X participate. It is called the X
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Greensburg, Pa., June 12.
building.
of penitentiary commissioners to be X San Antonio dance and is giv- - X
To free his mother, Jiimself
Washington, D. C, June 12. The
Assistant Traveling Auditor.
held June 1, 1912: William Stewart, X en in honor of that saint be- - X
in Louisiana have again be
the
floods
and
of
the
rest
family
Auditor
Examand Bank
Traveling
county; Jesus Lopez, Grant X cause of the prospects for a X
come serious, necessitating another ap
from his father's repeated
iner Howell Earnest has appointed L. McKinley Juan
Jose Gallegos, Socorro X bountiful crop brought by the X
county;
abuse, Elmer Watt, aged IS, put
peal to the army for aid. A message
B. Wootters of Clayton, Union county,
X recent rains. The dancers will X
county.
to the war department told of the
poison In his father's whiskey
assistant traveling auditor and assistX be dressed in green to represent X
Meeting of Dental Board.
of every protection levee
the latter's
and
caused
thus
breaking
ant bank examiner. Mr. Wooters is a
A three days' session o fthe New X the color
of vegetation. A X
of Bayou Louisiana from Laba- to a confesiwest
death,
according
young man of family, is well qualified Mexico dental board will be held In X committee waited on J. S. Can- - X
to the Gulf of Mexico, about
sion made by the young man
He is Santa Fe next Monday, Tuesday and X delario this morning to invite X
and comes well recommended.
here today. The boy formally
ninety miles, covering almost every
to
take up his Wednesday. In connection there with X him to be present.
making arrangements
X
was charged with murder.
estate In the vicinity of the water.
residence at Santa Fa at once and as- - will be a free clinic.
XXX X XXXXXXXXXXX
Thousands are homeless.

Adjutant General A. S. Brookes announces that there wi'l be no joint
camp of the New Mexico National
Guard and the Regular Army in this
state this summer. It seems that the
troops are too busy along the border
to permit of any maneuvers in this
section. Adjutant
General Brookes
has now taken up with the war department the original plan which had
been abandoned on account of its costliness, to send the New Mexico National Guard to northern California to
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By Special Leased
Oyster Bay, X. Y.,

to New Mexican)
The Federal Court, Judge William
12.
Theo- H. Pope, presiding, has been dispos- dore Roosevelt announced this afterjing of considerable business the past.
noon through Judge Ben B.
Lindsey of lew days.
Denver, that he was in favor of womA motion for a new trial by the deI

June

an's suffrage in this country, and that fendant was overruled in the case of

the platform which he would submit Charles O'Conner, infant, by his mothto the Chicago convention, would con- er and next friend, vs. the A. T. & S.
tain an unequivocal declaration to that F. Railway Company, and the defendeffect.
ant will appeal. The plaintiff had been
Running Fire By Heney.
given a verdict for $5,0(10 for the
Chicago, 111., June 12. The Repub- death of his father at Santo Domingo,
lican national committee today voted Sandoval county, who was killed while
to seat the two California delegates in loading ties on cars of the defendant
the national
convention
from the company.
A lietition of intervention was filed
fourth California disfrict, the only contests from that state. This action fol in the case of William A. Brown, truslowed a running fire opened on the tee, vs. Andrew W. Anson and the Emcommittee by Francis J. Heney. and a pire State Securities Company, James
s
stinging statement
from Governor B. Cloud and Sons being the
in a suit on a bond given in
Johnson in the interests of Roosevelt.
Mr. Heney, seated in the national connection with the construction of
committee with a proxy assailed mem- the federal building at Albuquerque.
A decree pro coul'esso was entered
bers of the committee, emphasizing
particularly Senator Murray Crane of in the fence case of the United States
Massachusetts, whom he addressed as vs. James X. Upton of Luna county,
a man who had "no respectability
to LVon failing to appear and plead.
In the bankruptcy case of Robert K.
lose." While Chairman Rosewater was
admonishing the San Franciscan
to Potter of Clayton, Union county, an
address committee properly, Governor order of discharge was entered.
in the case of the United States vs.
Johnson arrived at the Coliseum.
He declined to appear before the Carl Eckiund, of Clayton, a suit for
committee and issued a written state- carnages, a judgment for $H00 was enment which Mr. Heney later read to tered. The suit grew out of a homethe committee.
In this, Governor stead entry.
In the case of the United States vs.
Johnson declared he declined "to submit to a trial the title of property K. F. Judkins of Carlsbad, the defendant was ordered to reimburse the
by the thief who steals it."
After the committee had voted the state engineer to the amount of $S0u
Roosevelt faction down, Senator Bor- for a survey of the Black River in
ah in a vigorous speech, declared the Eddy county, the survey being made
committee, "was making it impossible for the distribution of the waters of
for a Republican to preside over the 'he stream.
In the case of the United States vs.
nation for the next four years."
a
During the roll call a bitter attack David M. Nunn, for maintaining
on Mr. Heney was made by Committee fence on the public lands in Luna
man Shackletord of Alaska, who voted county, a final decree was entered and
the defendant has five days in which
for the 'Taft delegates.
He declared that Alaska had been to remove the fence.
In another fence ease, that of the
"robbed" by the "Noyes machine of
Minnesota" and that Francis J. Heney United States vs. J. M. and George E.
was its cnief counsel.
lliggins of Mora county, a final decree
"This gentlemen," said Mr. Shackle-ford- , was entered.
Condemnation Proceedings.
"came into this committee on a
Tn the case of the United States vs.
proxy, and his first yell was about
graft rule in San Francisco.
camel The Pueblo of Acoma, final judgment
here as a referee and an impartial! was entered condemning a plot of
judge. I have seen the attempt of! ground for school purposes, the pueblo
certain members to drive this com being awarded $25 damages.
In the case of the United States vs.
mittee to do what they want it to do.
1
for one, refuse to be intimidated The Pueblo of Laguna, for a school
or be driven from doing what I think site at Mesita, the Pueblo was given
$.'
damages and final judgment was
is right."
entered.
Tawney a Pessimist.
Similarly in another case against the
James A. Tawney declared that any
action by the committee which would Pueblo of Acoma for a school site at
recognize the states instead of the MeCarty's, $50 was awarded.
In the matter of Samuel
district would establish a precedent
Maharan,
which would overthrow Republican lading as the New York, Cloak and
Suit Company at Albuquerque, bankprinciples.
ruptcy proceedings were dismissed by
the plaintiff.
Otto Mann of Gallup, was disACT
charged as a bankrupt.
Admitted to Practice.
The following attorneys were admitNOW L
ted to practice before the federal
curt: Edward A. Mann and Isaac
Hart of Albuquerque: D. G. Grantham
A Carlsbad: Morgan O. Llewellyn of
Governor Signed
Corrupt Las Cruces; C. A. Ballrich, of Pueblo,
Colorado; Jesse G. Xorthcutt of TriniPractices and Other
dad, Colorado; A. A. Jones of Las VeBills
gas, and John Morrow of Raton.
inter-venor-
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LILLIAN RUSSELL WEDS
PITTSBURG, PA., EDITOR.

Measure Abolishing Office Was
Signed Late Yesterday
Afternoon-

She Goes East After Wedding and He
Goes West to Chicago Republican Convention.

COAL OIL INSPECTOR NO

;
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Governor McDonald late yesterday
afternoon signed the following bills:
Senate Bill Xo. 185, the Crampton
Corrupt Practices Act.
Senate Bill Xo. 168, a herd law.
Senate Bill Xo. 92, prohibiting deficits by state officers.
Senate Substitute for House Substitute of House Bill Xo. 153, relative to
issuing of bonds by municipalities for
sewer and. water systems.
House Bill Xo. 211, relative to incorporated towns and villages.
House Bill Xo. 146, appropriating
$1800 for the improvement of the Rio
Grande.
House Bill Xo. 249, abolishing the
coal oil inspectorship.
House Bill Xo. 262. relative to the
Las Vegas land grant.
The following bills had been previously signed or became law by limi-

tation:
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DRUNKEN MAN KILLED BY
OFFICER AT ENGLE DAM.
Jose Sanchez, a laborer, em- ployed on the .construction
work at Elephant Buttes, Sier- ra county, was shot and killed
Monday, afternoon by Marshal
R. G. Putnam.
Sanchez had
been drinking heavily, the ofB- cer says, and when an effort
was made to arrest him, he re- sisted violently and the peace
officer was forced to shoot the
disturber. Putnam was trying
to' place Sanchez In the Jail
when the shooting occurred.

(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
Pittsburg, Pa., June 12. Lillian Rus
sell, actress and singer, was married
here today to Alexander P. Moore,
editor of the Pittsburg Leader. Only
relatives and a few intimate friends
attended. A wedding breakfast followed the ceremony.
Mrs. Moore is here with a theatrical
company and will depart at midnight
for the east, and about the same time
Mr. Moore will start for the west, go
ing to Chicago to attend the Republican national convention.
Mr. Moore is one of the Roosevelt
leaders in Pennsylvania.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DE VARGAS DAY

CELEBRATION.
There will be a meeting of
the Committee on Arrange- ments together with the chair- man of the other committees
of the De Vargas Day celebra- tion. The time is getting short
and it is Imperative that all at- tend this meeting which will
be
held Thursday evening,
June llith at 8 o'clcck sharp.
Wou'd ask that you make a
special effort to be prompt.
will
of importance
Matters
come up which should be'dis- cussed by all members of the
De Vargas committee.
JAMES L. SELIGMAN,
Chairman Committee on Ar- -

rangements.
J. S. HARRIS,
Secretary.

XXXXXXXXXXX
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to the Colorado state reformatory. The
r?
story of young Martinez's downfall, as
Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens published in the Trinidad Chronicle-News- ,
is as follows: Felix Martinez,
Tell of it.
Jr., son of one of the wealthiest cattle- WITH
Nearly every reader has heard of men in New Mexico and former owner
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work (of a daily newspaper in Albuquerque. FOLEY
in Santa Fe still continues, und our X. M.. was Saturday taken bv Sheriff
citizens are constantly adding endorse- McMillan of Pueblo county to the state Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
ment by public testimony. Xo better reformatory at Buena Vista to serve your strength. Weakens your endurance.
Hampers you in your worn.
proof of merit can be had than the an indeterminate sentence imposed upBesides that, it means someon
of
him
the
Essex
district
of
and
by
friends
Judge
neighbors.
experience
thing wrong with your
court in that city last Tuesday. MarRead this ase:,
kidneys; a weakness, an
of
was
tinez
Santa
convicted
Alberta Oarcta, uallsteo St.,
passing forged
inflammation, a breaking
a
checks. Felix Martinez was arrested
down, may be, of the kidney
Fe, Xew Mexico, says: "I deem it
tissues. Foley Kidney PUU
pleasure to corroborate the public in Trinidad about three months ago,
is the true answer. They
statement. I gave in praise of Eoan'i charged with passing a number of
will help you QUICKLY,
f
case
checks.
was
seven
The
Pills
later
forged
about
years ago.
Kidney
and heal your
strengthen
dismissed
he
secured the money
after
found them to be an excellent remedy
kidneys, regulate the action
to
make a full settlement. Leaving
and I have never hesitated to vouch
cf your bladder, and drive
for their merit when an opportunity here after the trouble he is said to out Backache and Rheumatism.
They
has been presented. For two years I have gone to Pueblo where he spent will make a strong, well man of you.
was in bad shape from backache and money freely and issued the worth- No habit fcrminw drugs. Try them.
For sale by all druggists.
kidney trouble and when Doans Kid- less paper. The life of Martinez is a
ney Pills were brought to my notice, genuine reproduction of "Dr. Jekyl
I reisolved to try them. I procured a and Mr. Hyde." Reared in luxury, ed-Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
box and they not only drove away ucated in an eastern college and son BoIid lumps is a frequent cause of
TICKETS
WITH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
ALL CASH
backache, but regulated the passages of one of the most prominent citizens punctures. On the other hand insuffi-iXew Mexico he has led a dual life cient talc "will not prevent the inner
of the kidney secretions and toned up
and has been implicated in a number tube from sticking to the envelope.
rr.y entire system."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 "'u'm'"al uueuses. ine cnarge on
inner tubes should always be
he was convicted in Pueblo fPCtiy ciean and
cents.
Co..
Buffalo
dry when fitting,
New York, sole agents for the TJnited and sent to the state reformatory was Even tne
moisture should be
slightSt
fa111
a
States.
wr
monins avoided It is
rnmmnn mar-tirtn
on
a
local hotel. He has a wife
Remember the name Doan's and ago
a tube on the ste pof the car or
lay
and two children on a ranch near Altake no other.
even on the ground previous to fitting.
buquerque.
This is a very expensive habit. There
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
THE LAND OF FLOCKS AND
ie always a place to hange the tube
All
Fooled
Around.
HERDS.
it will be free from moisture or
where
&
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
field seeds in bulk and packages The range is wide and open it's
Secretary Knox's experience with
the Central American crowd which ' dust. Hang it over a side lamp or
wholesome, grand and free
It's greening in the gentle April was not, as he supposed, cheering for tire holder but never lay it down
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
him, but applauding a local idol in! where it will come in contact with
sun;
The warm Chinook is blowing and it his party, recalls the story told byj foreign and injurious matter.
a sportsman who went fishing iutl Inner tubes should always be car- whispers things to me
summer on the Pecos river.
Of
where
ried in water-proo- f
and
the
uplands
sheep
bags such as can
Phone Black
Phone Black
I"?
Leaving the train at Glorieta, he be bought at any garage for a quarter,
cattle run.
took a wagon for Windsor's ranch. It Thev should never be kent in the or- It whispers not of forests of pines' was a long, hard pull for twenty-seve- n
iginal cardboard boxes, says the Mi- that deck the hills;
i.ues., ana tne sportsman looked eager- - chelin Man. These boxes are suffi-.for the resort long before it came 'cient for the earaee
It tells of mesas barren, stark and
but not for storinto view. Finally the wagon round- - i
bold;
ing tubes k. ut in a car. Waterproof
It hints not of cool bowers, or pools
Samd Wood
"iuusuis rancn was .bags keep tie f.ibes away from wa
El Toro
;
and dashing rills
o?7n?' , .1 ' Alm0St 88 S00n as " ;ter, oil and grease, but are not intend
But of the plain at nightfall bathed "i'''""
asun in turn was disto protect the tubes from sharp
covered from the ranch. Some fifteen ed
in gold.
tools.
Always keep spare tubes in
or twenty men boiled out of the cab- and keep the bags away from
The distant sheep are swarming across ins and a tremendous cheer arose in ' bags
metal objects.
the valley.
the trackless way,
The
The herder's wagon gleams as white
sportsman was at once puzzled
and flattered.
Unsettled Weather The Weather
as snow;
ureat Scott!" he exclaimed. "Is Bureau is puzzled and predicts unset
The
at
heels
are
dogs
shepherd
flitting
All Kinds of Building Materials.
tled weather, with local showers. The
that for me?
of nimble stray;
The driver clapped on the
temperature yesterday reached 63 de
One hears their distant barking,
brakes,
Fence
Doors,
and reared back on the lines.
grees and the minimum last night was
soft and low.
"For you?" he laughed. "Xot on 44 degrees. The precipitation yetser-daVard 533 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
was .15 of an inch.
The purples of the evening descend your life. I'm bringin 'the boys ten
.
gallons o' whiskey." Kansas
on mesas grim
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
The shadows flutter down like
Two More Automobile Parties Two
automobile parties, one from Los An- nesting birds;
The warm Chinook is drowsing it PROTESTS AGAINST PROPOSED
Igeles, Cal., the other from Roswell,
sounds now like a hymn;
last
WOOL FREIGHT RATES. .were guests at the Montezuma
Xight cometh to the land of flocks
night.
and herds.
Their Enforcement Would
Irreparably
Denver Republican.
Hurt Industry in New
AMERICAN CENTRAL (FIRE)
Mexico.
INSURANCE COMPANY.
St. Louis, Mo.
Secretary of the Chamber of ComStatement, January 1st, 1912.
AROUND THE STATE
merce J. S. Harris has sent the fol- Capita! Stock
$2,000,000.00
TO
lowing telegrams to Washington, Premium Reserve
2,305,103.25
D. C:
Reserve for outstanding
Rockefeller is Growing Generous.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 8, 1912.
losses
212,555.24
Gasoline and coal oil will be sold To Chas. A.
Prouty, chairman Inter- Reserve for Taxes and
one
a
for
cent
Mexico
Xew
throughout
state Commerce Commission, Wash-- ,
,
all other liabilities
34.433.6S
C A VP IMflNPV and ,nconven'ence by Purchasing Wells
gallon less than the present price.
D. C:
ington,
Net
T L
859,570.26
Traveler's-Surplus
I
iJi
Fargo Domestic Money Orders,
We protest against the minimum
Death of Health Seeker.
Checks
and Foreign Money Orders.
$5,471,662.43
H. R. Jones, who came to Las Vegas weights provided in the new wool tari- Total Assets
for his health about two years ago, and ff. These should be twenty per cent
Surplus to Policy Holders,.
C:
All
and
AMAHA MFYlfft
Foreign
I!
Payable
who has been at the St. Anthony sani- less and part lots should be provided
for as in the cancelled tariff. The new
Countries
Throufhout
'
o
tarium, died night before last.
tariff has closed all scouring mills in
Financial Statement of
this state and neither grower nor THE IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE
Big Ranch Sale.
RF.M1TTANCES SENT BY TELEURAPH
COMPANY.
William O. Dunlap has sold to A. dealer can ship our lighter wools unOf Denver Colo.,, Jan. 1, 1912.
M. Lumpkin four thousand acres of the der its provisions except at greater
P.ar V ranch, situated on the Pecos freight cost than prevailed under the Assets
$486,536.11
M.
C.
398.219.10
river, seventy miles west of Portales. o'd tariff. A shipper of more than Liabilities
This property was owned, by T. C. one car and less than two must pay Net Surplus
88,317.01
Whatley, formerly of Alamogordo, who local rates on excess over one car.
Statement of the
purchased it from the Bar V people Immediate action is necessary as the
some two years ago.
GERMAN
AMERICAN INSURANCE
clip is moving now.
Chamber of Commerce,
COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
New Catholic Church at Las Vegas.
Assets
J. S. HARRIS,
$20,351,395.00
In the early fall the women of the
$11,548,982.00
Successor to
Secretary. Liabilities
Immaculate Conception parish will
Net Surplus
$ 8,802,413.00
To Senator Catron.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
for funds with
begin a campaign
June 8, 1912.
which to enlarge the present church To Hon. T. B. Catron, United
Statement of the
States
FIRST-CLAS- S
edifice or erect a new building at Las
COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE
Senate, Washington, D. C:
Vegas. This decision was reached at a
We have wired Interstate Com- COMPANY, LIMITED OF LONDON.
meeting held last night at the home of merce Commission protesting
Northwestern Department,
and
Also First-Clas- s
Busses
against
Hacks,
Baggage Wagons
the pastor, Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle. minimum
Denver, Colorado.
weights provided for in new
wool freight tariff. It is impqssible to Assets . .
$7,587,440.03
310
Fracisco
San
St.
139
Old
Land
Phone Main
Mark Destroyed.
4,777.793.05
with this minimum on light Liabilities
comply
The old hotel, at San Ignacio. San
2,809,646.98
SANTA FE, N. M.
or on scoured wools. All Surplus . .
shrinkage
Miguel county, was destroyed by fire
J. F. EDMONDS,
mills in this state
have (Signed)
Saturday night. The building was a scouring
closed down unlil relief is given. The
Resident Secretary.
large one and was owned by J. Y.
im weights on both scoured and January 1, 1912.
;iinim
of
this city. Several years ago
HACK
the place was a popular resort. It was grease sould be reduced twenty per
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
insured for practically its full value, cent.
From
Chamber of Commerce
it is understood.
The cause of the
La Salle
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
BARRANCA
TAOS. fire
J. S. HARRIS,
is not known.

The Little Store

GOOD WORK.

Your Backache
and Rheumatism

i

KIDNEY PILLS

Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

Always the Leader

INT

GO,

1

WHOLESALE

"

RETAIL

AND

n

h

Foster-Milbur-

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

n

,.:.

lo

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have lb

Pnone 14

grain

rU
IICKII

Tr
LCU
I

45

Iola

rCT

Ul

j

45

KUttlLAND lEinENl

r

J. CRlCHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M.JONES, CapitS
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
Parts

All

of

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

I

SPECIAL

LONG, Agt.,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

Fe, N.

SAN FRANCISCO one way via
PORTLAND or SEATTLE,

$67.50

DATES OF SALE

June

12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20
Aug. 29, 30, 31 ; Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

:

Return limit Aug. 12,
Return limit Oct.

1912

31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman

-- nd

Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
Santa Fe Trains.

on all

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

RIGS.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA, FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

R. CREATH;

Lu-ja- n

LINE

WOODY'S

Restaurant

TO

North South
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
ywo Doors Below F. Andrews Store
Kegular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 60c.
Short Orderg at All Hours.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mile shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
yrench Noodle Order TOc. a diso,
furnished commer; l men to take In
Kew York Chop Suey 50c the
surrounding oitns. Wire B'.nbudc
Station

Rooms With Bath,

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Short Lived Bliss.
Abenicio Gallegos has filed suit in
the district court at Las Vegas for
divorce from his wife, Fidelina Silva
de Gallegos. He alleges that his wife
used vile and abusive language toward him and often made lite miserable for him. The couple were mar
ried in February. They have a child
several months old, the custody of
whom Gallegos asks.
Another Death in Padgett Home.
At the home of her
Colonel M. M. Padgett, at Las Vegas, occurred the death of Mrs. Elizabeth
Daum. Mrs. Damn was 79 years old.
Some time ago she was stricken seriously ill and, though she rallied at
first, little hope was entertained for
her recovery. Mrs. Daum was born in
Mannheim, Germany, September 27,
1832. When 14 years of age she came
to America accompanying her father
and mother, who located in Ohio.
Albuquerque Girl Kidnapped.

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To

SAN FRANCISCO,

LOS ANGELES,

THE STAR BARN
J.

FARES

WASHINGTON.

muuvv

LIVERY

EXCURSION

CALIFORNIA, OREGON,

$2,859,-570.2-

Santa

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

TO POINTS IN

JllUnL

W.

Or-

)

the World.

fvminun,

:

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

City-Star-

General Express Forwarders

:

Delivered to your house.

Posts

Red and White Cedar

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

77,

R.

Screen

Why Import Mineral Water

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

With her wrists bound together
with a handkerchief and a piece of
baling wire fastened on to one of
her ankles, Lucy Richards, an orphan
girl 17 years old, who has been living
with mends at Albuquerque presented herself at Jones' East End Inn. seven miles east of Albuquerque, at 7
o'clock yesterday morning, and told
the proprietor a sensational tale of
having been kidnapped from her home
at midnight, bound and gagged and
carried away to the mesa.
Sorrow for the Parents.
Felix Martinez, Jr., son of a former
resident of New Mexico, has been sent

EXPRESS

Secretary.
HOW

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

J. F. RHOADS

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

UPHOLSTERING

4

A

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

FURNITURE

LINE.

It costs but little to renew your
Furniture.
See RHOADS and
let him show you what he can do

Phone Red 161.

TO PRESERVE

INNER TUBES OF AUTOS. Leave Orders at Butt Bros.
Drug Store
When fitting an inner tube it is a
good plan to dust a small quantity of
talc or French chalk inside the envelope. Just sufficient to cover the
interior surface is all that is required.
Too much talc, gays the Michelin Tire
expert, gradually accumulating into
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the niucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
la the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nina
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness, caused by
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
bas
Congressman George
Curry
written friends in Roswell that he
will visit them the latter part of June.
Miss Lillle Hammer, who conducts

and repairing of your

104Qalisteo Street

JULIUS MURALIEP,

The Tailor
Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring: in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 22J.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE.N.M.

PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on band
and can make up promptly the latest
forms In society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
.

FOR SALE

A

lot of second hand

belting, bangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horso power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, drst cla!
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pagt :J upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a f0 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inieniste.il. address the New Meyic-i'Printing Company, Santi Fe. New Mexico.
i

Engraved calling cards In the latest forms and styles can be secured
promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company. Let us have your plate.
You will always know where to find
place your order with the New Mexican Printing Company. No order
too small or too large to receive
promtpt attention.
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company hes both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Ycur
orders are always assured personal attention.
Nothing Tike navrng your office up
to date. The Glcoe Wernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only Improve tho looks of your offioe
but will pay for themselves .In the
time they sve you. Wh" not be up
to date? New Mexican Printing
Com-pan-

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
It will not pay you to waste your
Printing Company has both, and at time writing out your legal forms
the same time expert mechanic. when you can get them already printVour orders are always assured per ed at the New Mexican Printing
sonal attention.
.
Company.
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CONFIDENCE

FROM

CURES

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

BOTH

(01

Johnson Unwilling to Concede Flynn
Even an Outside Chance Pu.
eblo Fireman Shuns
Publicity.

IGO
An Editorial Acquisition.
Vnder the above caption the Santa
i
Fe New Mexican announces that
F. Brogan, former editor of the
They Commit Depredations
Herald, and one of the best known
on Herds and Flocks in
newspaper men of the state, will become editorially connected with the
This Stale
Santa Fe daily during the present
n.onth, about June 17. The heading
is well chosen, as Mr. Brogan will
SENATOR
PROTESTS
prove an acquisition and a valuable
one. His splendid work as legislative
reporter for the Herald during the
to Secretary of Agricul
stormy session of the state law mak- Appeals
ture Wilson for Concerted
ers just closed has been another proof
of Mr. Brogan's demonstrated ability
Action.
as a newsgatherer and newswriter;

-

IN

THE PUGILISTIC CAMPS.

ANIMALS

IN THE PUBLIC EYE

-

iff

V

2T.

OLD

SORES

GAM

Kiynn-Johnso-

c

Sec. 3, T. 21 X., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
ad-to prove his actual continuous
j
verse possession of said tract for twen-ityears next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Eiluhigcn Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
of i,a jara. New Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Xew
4

Small Holding Claim Xo. "i27s.
Department of the Interior.
I'nited States Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 4, VjVI.
Xotice is hereby given that the to!
lowing-aanioclaimant, has tiled nu
the of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under!
Any person who desires to protest
sections HI and 17 of the act of March
1S:il t.'t; Stats., S.lli, as amended against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows ot any substantial reason
by the act ot February 21, 1M:J (27
Stats., 17u). and that said proof w j under the laws and regulations of the
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at Interior Department why such proot
Cuba. Xew Mexico, on July 1.",, ;U2, should not be allowed will be given
viz: Karl 1!. Young, of Senorito, New an opportunity at ih above mentioned time and place to
SIC
SIC
Mexico, for the SW
s
i
se
s. :;i, the witnesses of said claimant, and to
sic
offer evidence in rebuttal of that subT. 22 X., U.
Y
NIC
X
SW
mitted by claimant.
.NIC
SIC
X
S
SIC
MAXI ICI. It. OTICItO,
NIC
NE
NIC
NV
W
Register.
NIC
SIC
W
NIC
NIC
SIC
SIC
X1C
NE
NIC
SW
New Mexican want
aas alway
K
NE
XE
SIC
NIC
brings results

y

Wiii-ian-

East Las Vegas, June 12. I'rnhablv
never in the history of any pugilistic
contest has the s;ime confidence pre
vailed in the rival camps as in the
coming match between Jncl Johnson
and Jim Flynn, slated at I.;
Vegas,
New Mexico, on July 4th.
The unwillingness of Jacl Johnson
To every person suffering
to concede Jim Flynn even
an out- with an old sore or chronic
side chance has been the cause of
the
ulcer,
very best news in this
considerable worry to the promoters
paper is contained in the present
o' the match. Try as they will by
article. It is onnd raws hennticf
as well as suggestion, the
i persuasion
it is true: it tells of a wav fn opt n'H rf thcf niomm crwo t,;,t.
match
and press agents
of
makers
State Senator Benjamin F. CanUey the
match have so far
has
received
the
following
,'
editorial ability and wide exper- failed to get an interview out
It is an absolutely true
copy of letters Hum I'. S. Sena- utterly
statement to say that every old sore or IH'S
ience are too well known to need
of Johnson that would boost the show
B.
Catron:
Thomas
tor
ulcer exists solely because of bad blood. Outside contamina-- ! went; he is fuiiv conversant with
s
with the dignity of having Johugor.
or influences may increase the local inflammation, but such Uutions political and general through-thing- s United States Senate,
even an outside chance to his
have nothing to do with keeping the place open. It is the in- - lout the length and breadth of the state Committee on Expenditures in the grant
challenger.
Interior
Department.
fected blood discharging its impurities through a weak spot on the l aild in securing his cervices the New
However, this has not worried Jim
May "7. 11112..
flesh that does this, and the sore will continue, gradually
growing MexicanMr.is to be sincerely congratu- - Hon. James Wilson, Secretary De- Flynn in the least. And working
until
the blood is purified of the exciting cause.
WOrse,
Brogan's many friends in
jlated.
partment of Agriculture, Washing- along the same lines, Flynn has utAlbuquerque and in Xew Mexico will
V,o c,rrrW
See how natiirp
TU
- nninto
wwwov fhrnnnti
tw tn iho raiien
1 1JG
I
ton, D. C.
terly refused to mince his words, or
lllLWW13.
tin vu&t W 0J
wish him continued success in his new
inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fact that external
Sir Referring to the conversation to hide his feeling in any way but
had with you a that he will knock the big smoke
applications never have any curative effect on the sore, show that editorial position. Albuquerque
Captain Crouch and
fevv days ago in reference to the matstiff. Flynn has therefore gained
deep down in the circulation there is a morbid cause which prevents
the nlace from hpslino-fT Rut- " " ' w
ter of extermination of carnivorous some bad friends who have wished
. ........ fa
I
Mini uutt uiwu la
w
f
,n
wild animals which are depredating up him to use milder
"eirospect.
resnonsihl( fnr nlrl snrp i fiirnlchprl Kw h fcrt that
ir
towards
"
,
e iu2
J
-- .iT
4
iuiuviiig (Contributed by Walter Norton o! on the flocks and herds of the people his opponent with alansuace
view to keeping
viaiuic uai-- c or wc uiuer uy surgical operation aoes not cure;
Fe)
of
Mexico
and
Xew
Texas, Arizona,
the bout clean, and preventing the
the sore always returns.
wmiain T. gteadi auth01. junialist
along the border of Mexico, opponents of boxing from gaining a
S. S. S. heals old sores because it is the greatest of all blood and philanthropist who went down in ' California
now call your attention to the fact foothold on reform
by showing to the
Titanic, was that a large number of such wild ani-- I
purifiers; it goes into tne circulation and removes the cause from the fhe arms of tne
world that instead of a clean exbibiblood. When the blood has been purified there is no longer any in- - a great inflmals, consisting of coyotes, wolves, tion of the
co ning
ammatory or infectious matter to irritate the place and nature causes ' u was ' privilege and pleasure to panthers, lynx and wildcats and oilier match will manly art the
really develop into a prize
a natural ana certain neaiing or tne ulcer,
w hen b. S. 5. has cleansed De comneu among his many friends such animals, existing in Texas, Xew
fight. Flynn, however, has disre- tne circulation and the p'ace is well, it is not a surface cure, not simply ana coworkers during' Mr. Gladstone's
their wishes, and uses otilv
a smoothing over of the outward evidence, but it is a perfect and Der- - s 1 tor llome rule for Ireland i" annually thousands upon thousands of"jgarded
the strongest language,
w hich does
was
in
coUsthe
wa,m
Cillves
fiRht
she("1)i
and
manentcure, because every vestige of the old cause has been driven
half justice to his real fee ing
only
xew
slave"
traffic
The
when'
states
of
Mexico
Texas,
out. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, cleansing and
the;wh,te
invio-orathrough his "Maid-- and Arizona have each passed laws when Johnson's name is mentioned in
in thpir natnrp anrl nf
rn
If j0
vol.,
en inutiteof Modern Babylon" in offering
bounties for the killing his presence.
adapted to persons of any age, and is iust as effective with the old A3 trying to convince England that such; of these large
As a matter of fact, Flynn would
and to a very great
animals
I
with the. vnnnirnr miHHl QTeH
Tnrlo,. tKo
.nani
was a menace to the countrv. extent that i Urine ilimp hut in tho
muchly
prefer to be left alone, and
or a. 3. a. tne system is greatly strengthened and benefited.
To hear He gave a
demonstration attempt to kill them it is necessary to he shows plainly that he does not
of . b. b. has been good news to thousands, it is good news for you to the nationspectacular
when he purchased for hunt and chase them and this drives seek the
sympathy of those who be-- I
lr you wish anv soecial advice about an o d sore nr ulcer writs
little Fannv Armst
hUr ,hu, in many instances across
the lieve he has bitten off more than he
our
tree book, and ask. our medical department to give any instruc mother for immoral purposes, but so border into Mexico where they do not
lor
jean chew, by matching himself
lions you may feel the need of. No charge for the book or advice. arranged that no harm should come to seem to have any laws for their
against the giant negro.
The
5. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
howFanny.
English
un
mination.
over
government
These animals
there
r
Xor does Flynn fully appreciate the
ilcontended
ever,
his
that
act was
and find practically free breeding
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, CA,
legal and Stead went to Holloway jail ground and plenty of animals on 'necessity of crowding his training
for twelve months in consequence.
which to depredate. They fatten up quarters with interested fight fans,
He
was
and increase and return to our side who come to see him do his training
editor of thePa7nM a
FENSION BLANKS MAY BE
be sent to every applicant as long as
until it was bought by one of of the land and will continue to do st ints and work out in trip hammer,
SECURED AT ALBUQUERQUE. they last and as the supply is limited,
house style with his sparthose desiring the publication will do the Astors. He then collaborated so as long as they are allowed to ac slaughter
rlnK partners.
on
cumulate
with
sirle
Mexican
Sir
he.
the
really resents
;,nrl
Xewnes
and
Bureau
George
Has
Immigration
Secured
produced
well to give the matter immediate
the Strand Magazine, but for one issue come numerous to such an extent that 11,0 invasion of these armies who are.
Goodly Supply From Congressmen Curry and Fergusson.
only, as Sir George and Stead being they do not find free depredation so nnt even satisfied by watching his
Any farmer in the state desiring a of
training ordeals but insist on asking
the same temperament, forceful and easy there.
list of the bulletins published bv the
It is the desire of the people of Xew numerous questions on bis confidence,
clashed and this enddetermined,
they
Congressman Curry and Fergusson
agricultural department can procure
and real sincere feeling that
have forwarded
the Xew Mexico same by addressing his representative ed their partnership. Very soon after Mexico and of Texas and Arizona to condition
Bureau of Immigration at Albuquerque in Congress or the mmigiation Bur--. Stead started the Review of Reviews have the governments in Mexico along he will w in.
In this way Flynn has aroused the
good supply of pension blanks which eau. This list contains the names and which today is considered one of the the border, through means of the national government of Mexico, if possi- enmity of many a visitor to his camp,
it is necessary for those entitled to numbers of several hundred bulletins, most popular magazines.
those especially those from the uninitiated
Mr. Stead was on his way to Colo- - ble, take steps to exterminate
pensions to fill out and return to the many of which are very valuable to
rado to visit Judge Lindsey and learn anima's on that side so us to furnish ranks. Hut the old timers , who have
Pension Department at Washington in New Mexico farmers and which
to receive the increase recently be had upon written request to any something of the Juvenile work which a mutual protection between the two si en champions come and go for
This is a matter of inter- many years, plainly see in Flynn's
is so successful in America. Truly the countries.
granted by Congress. These blanks Congressman or Senator.
world has lost a great man who has national interest and we may be great- actions those of a man with supreme
have been sent to the Immigration
Bureau for distribution to those who
surely left "footprints on the sands of ly benefited by what they would do confidence, who definely resists tho
NOTICE.
.
linvia hour, rr av rr,?
there, they would be as much benefit- question of his ability of downing the
time."
h.,
will be received by the
ed by what we will do on this side of
Proposals
Grand Army posts
the'
throughout
title holder.
of
the line, as, in fact, they have been present
state and to old soldiers living in re- board of county commissioners
KILLED AND MORE
benefited
Flynn is on edge, mat is plain. He
because we have
greatly
mote sections and having no oppor- Santa Fe county, Xew Mexico, for theTW0
THAN FIFTY HURT. made the animals less numerous
construction of a bridge over the San-- j
and is happy only when surrounded by
tunity to procure the proper form of ta
Fe
on
river
road
Fria
within
his immediate camp force, his trainAgua
a less number
have
consequently
application for this increase. The ap- the
city limits of the city of Santa Fo. Western & Atlantic Excursion Train gone across the border.
ers, and his manager, all of whom beplication blank will of course in time
Wrecked Near Dalton, Ga., on
Xew Mexico and Texas and Arizona lieve as he does, and have no doubt
be sent to all persons drawing pen- Plans and specifications are now on
file in the office of the county clerk.
Way t0 Chattanooga.
are willing to take care of the de- as to the outcome.
sions, but this will be rather slow and
struction of these animals, but we can
as the increase starts at the time the Bidders wiLl be permitted to submit!
The manager has already arranged
fBy Spec,aI Leasea w,re t0 Npw Me'c!"
never destroy them or get rid of them for the Jim Flynn, champion of the
application is filled out. old soldiers plans and specifications of ,itheiri own
Ta-"naltnn P,a
Tnno 19
iiatc;rrtc
'
OI
iu
uie
in
as
vnuujeui
approval
ooaraj'
long as they are allowed breeding world tour to take place immediately
killed and more than fifty hurt
1 ,,deri"g., he ! together with their bid. All bids
f
willere
grounds and are fostered and no care fol'owing the July 4th contest.
The
&
estern
"Whn
a
Atla"tic
excursion
Aon
"
the
first day of Ju,y.
opened
taken in regard- to their extermination trainers are looking forward to acwrite or call for a supply at
to
from
train
Calhoun.
Ga.,
2
running
m
jD m2 t 0,cock
The board
ine Immigration Bureau is also in reserves the right top reject any and Chattanooga, Tennessee, was wrecked on the other side.
companying Flynn on this tour, and
I am writing this with the hope that
"
receipt of a number of agriculture all bids.
near here today.
Flynn himself has laid his plans acyou as the representative of that class
year books for 1911, which contain
cording to this schedule.
The dead are Fireman Holcombe, of our interests
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO,
in the cabinet will call
'
very valuable information and a copy Attest:
Chairman. and an unidentified section employe, the matter to the attention of the
Despite this supreme confidence,
ot wnicn every farmer in the state m. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
is working like a trojan, leavThe injured are being brought here, chief execulive and the
Flynn
cabinet and
snoum have. One of these books will
not
The cause of the wreck is unknown.
a stone unturned to fit him
May 31st, 1912.
ing
and
see that such measures are
try
taken through the Mexican govern- self as the proverbial fiddle, and to
ment with the border states of Mexico toe the scratch against Johnson on
that an effort will be made in conjunc- July 4th in a contest which wi'l carry
marathon route
tion with the authorities on our side him over the
M
exhiof the line to kill off and exterminate as though it were a three-rounas possime inose animals, so bition with one of his sparring partthat vast quantities of the livestock in ners. Hut Flynn does not expect to
this country as well as those in Mexi-c- go forty-fivrounds, for he figures
will be saved for the public and Johnson will not last half that disthe genera welfare of our country.
tance with him. He figures himself
Hoping that you may find it possi-- j impossible for defeat, and will enter
ble to do something in this way and the ring with a feeling that no amount
that you will give it your earnest, ac- of pounding, be they straight left,
tive and persistent attention, I am,
right upper cuts, or any other blows
Very
yours,
truly
will be ab'e to cause him the least
'
T. B. CATROX.
sign of distress.
Department of Agriculture,
Office of the Sec'y.
WELL POSTED.
Washington, May S, 1912.
A
Hon. Thomas
Doctor With 40 Years Ex
California
B. Catron,
United
States Senate.
perience.
My Dear Senator Catron I have
"In my 40 years' experience as a
your letter with regard to the depreMEXICO
BUREAU
dations of carnivorous animals in the teacher and practitioner along hygienstates of Texas, Xew Mexico and Ari- ic lines," says a Los Angeles physi
zona, and will bring it to the attention cian, "1 have never found a food to
Keep
for the bene
of the President at the first cabinet, compare with Grape-Xutfit of the general health of all classes
meeting.
of people.
Very truly yours,
Grape-Xut- s
"I have recommended
JAMES WII.SOV,
Secretary. for a number of years to patients with
the greatest success and every year's
experience makes me more entnusias- PRICES OF LEADING
its use.
sfuxfto (wvE AND FELL. tic"Iregarding
make it a rule to always recomGrape-Xut- s
and Postum in place
Trading Was Less Than One Quarter mend
of coffee, when giving my patients in
ur vvnai ic was resteruay un
structions as to diet for I know both
txtrioiige.
Grape-Xut- s
and Postum can be digesttuy Special LmMwi Wiiu U Ni.w Mexican) ed by anyone.
"As for myself, when engaeed in
iStw ioik, June -. Pncts ol lead
much
mental work my diet twice
ing siocks lube auu tell ttiinin tut
THE
s
and rich
iiiosi tiicuiiisciiueu limits timing to- day consists of Grape-NutI find it just the thing to build
cay s tany session on tue exchange.! cream.
matter and keep the brain in
x
of up gray
rauuig was less than
on New Mexico,
order.
working
good
!
mat in tne coiiesnouuiiig penou yes-"In addition to its wonderful effects
You
teiaaj aaa many issues were without as a brain and nerve food Grape-Xutquotations up to uouii. bucti senti
ments as louuu expression were lath always keeps the digestive organs in
healthy tone. I carry it with
er
ueaiiui, tue activities of tue "mon perfect
ALL COMMUNICATIONS CONFIDENTIAL.
I travel, otherwise I am alwhen
me
e
ey nuot cutuuiuiee auu oilier unlavor-aolmost certain to have trouble with my
laclors leaving the constructive stomach." Name
given by mail by
siue wiin little ammunition.''
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
also
into
entered
uncertainties
Cioy
above
the situauou. uoiius weie lrreguiur. Strong endorsements like the
from physicians all over the country
The lnaihet ciosea steady. Complete
the most
have stamped Grape-Xut- s
stagnation oveitook the market in the scientific food in the world. "There's
iast Loui, with no material price a reason."
cnaufces save in Colorado 'uel, wuicn
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
iost a.l its advance.
book, "The Road to Wellville."
BOX A, SANTA
N. M.
Ever read the above letter? A new
How WasHnfelon Crossed the Delfrom time to time. They
one
aware. A great history story at the are appears
genuine, true, and full of human
Elks tonight.
interest.
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at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
be amazed
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part.
The grandfather would

desired.

POWER
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

THE NEW TANS

il.

t-Z.-
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IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
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Publicity Spells Success in Business, in Industry,
and in Politics.

i

Array of all the NEW TAN COLORING,
or Low Cut Models as you may prefer.

The Right Kind of Publicity is Hard to Get.

THE NEW

rXrrt:r,

PUBLiCITY

Your Name or Cause in the Public Lime Light. It Will Get Results.
It Will Design and Place Advertising, Will Print and Distribute Booklets,
Will Suggest and Execute Publicity Campaigns.

T

HE NEW TAN SHOES FOR MEN are now
ready for your choosing. A Beautiful
High

COME SEE OUR

DISPLAY OF SMART
TAN SHOES

s

j

Many Advertising Campaigns Fail Because They Are
Not Wisely Directed,

High Shoes in Button, Lace, or Blucher Styles.
Low Shoes in Oxfords and Pumps. Classy Models with High Toes, the New Low, Receding
Toes and Flat Heels. Conservative Styles for
Men looking for Summer Foot Ease.

Because They Scatter and Shoot at Long Range.

1-

NEW MEXICO PUBLICITY BUREAU

Prevents Waste, it Concentrates
Those Whom

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

it Reaches

Want to Reach.

But what can yon know about our SPLENDID
VALUES until you see the excellent SHOES
we're showing? Will you come in for a look ?

s

CLIPPING SERVICE.

THAT'S THE BEST WAY

Address,

New Mexico Publicity Bureau
FE,

I
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Pr'ce

!

ffflueqeri

Display
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tTHE SAOTA' FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

AGE FOUR

SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN

The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

Oldest Daily

In

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1912.

FIRST

the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.

NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
axes Soecialty of Mining. Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. (2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
Vice President and General Manager.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.V
Loans money on the most favorable terms 011 all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms' as are given by any
agency, public or private. liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products, -- The bank executes
all orders of its patrons jn the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.
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$3.50
1.00

VALLEY RANCH

2.00

'

ACTIVITIES.

querque, the representative of the
'
They drove
Valley Ranch, N. Mex., June 11, .1912. over finding the Mads in the best
.50
the recent arrivals are Mr. dition thnt they have ever seen a road
Vickroy of the Santa Fe .Hardware across country. - The heavy rains have
Company and Mr. Anderson of Albii- - made the road!W little heavy between
"
"
It is sent' to

Vi

IBANK

OF SANTA FE

Entered as Second. Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
25
Daily, per week by carrier
weekl, six
7K
tin noiriiot
rim msn
year.
65 ""V"..
Daily. Der month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter.
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF.SANTA FE COUNTY.

NATIONAL

Glorieta and Pecos.
Mr; Tabor of Glorieta has begun
work to do away with the bad crossing just out of Canoneito. He expects
soon to have that piece of road in
'
fine condition. ;

.
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Fairbanks-Morset.peopl-

e.
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The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico.
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and .growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiTe people of the Southwest
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THE POOR MAN'S TAXES.
WHEAT SUPPLY IN FRANCE
CUBAN INSURGENTS DEFEATED
IN BATTLE NEAR EL COBRE.
IS ALMOST EXHAUSTED.
One often hears that the poo. i.uii
It
pays the taxes in New Mexico.
was so asserted even in the legisla- In Consequence Wheat Advances on Government
Troops Made Effective
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
Use of Their Artillery and
Chicago Market Corn and Oats
ture by Solons who knew better. New
j
Firm.
Killed Ten Rebels. '
:
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
Mexico is one of those blessed comL. A. HUGHES,
THE STEAM ROLLER.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
monwealths where the poor man pays
X
THE PEOPLE.
"The Steam Roller" is a trite and no taxes. The census shows that (By Special Leased mre io New Mexican)
Santiago, Cuba, June 12. A detach-- '
"The People" is a terra with
hackneyed phrase. In many of its there are some 60,000 real estate
Chicago, 111., June 12. Reports of ment of government troops under Ma-which to conjure in politics.
ON
exchanges, the New Mexican notices owners in New Mexico, but the assess- fast approaching exhaustion of sup- - jor Rosendo Collazo today defeated
But who are the people?
o
the past few days, that it is used in ment rolls do not show 10,000 tax pay- Plies in France had a tendency today the insurgents in a battle near El Co-deand
one
X
may
up
Any
get
connection with the meeting of the ers.
to harden the wheat market here. So bre, 10 miles west of this city.
clare in strident tones that he
and
also did a large decrease in stocks at.
Republican National Committee
The rebels lost ten killed. The
The
show
rolls
that
X is with the people and the peoregistration
of Taft in the contests there are
the
On the other hand, re-- ernment troops made effective use of
victory
more
in
than 85,000 voters
X
X Die are with him.
ports that rains were needed in Kan- - their artillery and now are pursuing
' brought by Roosevelt.
New Mexico and yet, less than
What part of the hundred
When a committee having on it,
sas and Nebraska served to check any the fleeing insurgents,
pay any poll tax. The $200 exmillion population of the Unit- thirteen staunch Roosevelt adherents.
decided show of strength.
Another Battle Fought.
a
cover
is
law
which
under
emption
ed States is the people and
j unanimously
decides a contest in favor
iic widening vdiicu l.um
vaiuiai.ci a, tuua, aunts
lower
unn.i(
every poor man, and every near-poo- r
what part is not?"
,
of Taft, it cannot be said to be using
advance.
September started is reported to have been fought today
man, hides. Many a husky fellow who to
Who among the 350,000 in- a steam rollor. In the accepted sense has no
off between government troops and rebels j
ranging from
about spending at 105 to 105
X habitants of Xew Mexico are
of the phrase, it means the ruthless dollar compunction
to
up, touched 104
105, and ten miles from Imias on the north
in
and
after
dollar
gambling
not?
X the people and who are
then rose to 105
The close was coast of Oriente province. The result
overruling of a strong minority by a
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
X
Are there some persons who
Ismail majority. Yesterday, at the dissipation, yells like a stuck pig firm at 105
for July, a net advance is not known here,
when
to
asked
out
work
his
tax.
road
''
X are not part of the people? Are
hv
. .J omttlnviid
hparinpOT iha
of
"
Marines March Inland. '
UIUIJ1UJ1.1J
VJ As a matter of
j
V. lowvorc
fact, one third of the
''JCv'there'"two or' mdre
'in X Roosevelt,
as well as Senator Borah, actual tax
Cool weather made corn firm. July
de- A
12.
June
Cuba,
Caimanera,
-S -- the United States, of which X his staunchest adherent, admitted in are made payments in New Mexico opened
down to
higher at tachment of United States marines is
by the railroads; another 73
X one class is called the peopls? X public meeting of the Committee, that
Caito
73
near
a
to
and ascended to 73
Deseo,
proceeding
point
Ar.3 Orinsby McKarg, George X there is little, if any, cause for the third is made by the wealthy cattle, The close was firm
MOULTON-ESP- E
higher at manera, to protect the American prop- sheep and real estate owners. Of the
X
X W. 'Perkms theipeople?;
for July.
bringing of the contests against Taft remaining third the bulk comes out 74
erty there. The1 United States collier
Ard Tom Taggart, Fingy Con- - X delegations.
X
In the oats crowd
Upon this, the committee of the businessmen; out of the poor
bv Cyclops has arrived here and also the
covering
X ners, Tammany Hall the peo- - X
shorts turned the market upward July Cuban gunboat Enrique Villuendas, j
SANTA FE, N. M.
unanimously voted to seat the Taft man comes nothing, for the
GENERAL AGENTS.
X
average
pie?
started
to
to with arms and ammunition for Guan-lower
delegates.
man
in
New
owns
Mexico
his
"poor"
Is it not mere demagqgery to X
49
to 50c but July mounted
That certainly is not ruthlessly
to tanamo.
refer to the people as a class, X overriding a strong minority by a small plot of ground, his adobe home or 50
Two Rebel Leaders Killed.
homestead
own
his
raises
shack,
grub,
X
distinct
a
as
X
separate,
being
It is merely deciding a con- and pays neither direct nor indirect A larger run of hogs at western
Santiago, Cuba, June 12. The
majority.
X
X caste from the rest of the poputest on its merits.
eased provisions. Initial sales ernment troops today fought a battle
It is apparent, taxes. This is as it should be, except
X
lation?
were at last night's level to 5c below, with rebels numbering 200 near
even
to
friends of Theodore Roose- that every
the
man
should
be
X
Is Theodore Roosevelt de- - X velt, that the contests were brought made to
19.10
for quiri, 15 miles from here. Two rebel
September delivery
up his poll and road
S ceiving any one when he shouts X as a mere sham, to create dissention, taxes, andwhack
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
11.121-11.10
to
leaders were killed and 20 horses and
for
and
pork;
lard,
that when his property
X that the people want him? In X to make it
IS rifles captured.
appear as if the majority really does exceed a thousand dollars 10.65 for ribs.
X
some
Ohio, of 800,000 voters,
of the people want Roosevelt.
in value he should not hide it under
70,000 voted in the preferential X
The contest from Colorado is a case; the $200 exemption law.
TWO KILLED BY FALL
X primary for Theodore Roose- - X in point. The
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avenue, will return this evening from
a visit of several weeks with friends
PERSONAL MENTION
at Seattle, Washington.
The following have returned from
IN- Santa Fe where they had been at
THE AVERAGE.
tending to business: Mayor W. M. At
Irs a pretty good world, after all.
kinson, Sidney W. Cooper, Col. J. W
The sunshine may fade
Wilson and Y. L. Radney.
RepreAnd the gloom of the shade,
sentative W. E. Rogers has also re
of
lu spite of the various plans you turned. Roswell News.
have made,
Leave your hours for the future quite HOW MORGAN STEMMED
THE PANIC IN 1307.
small.
But the ivy that grows on the wall
125 Palace Ave.
Million Dollars
Knows that sunshine and rain
Supplied Twenty-fivCannot always remain
to New York Banks at
And they both help the growth it is
Cruciai Moment.
;ilso was refused.
striving to gain
Hubbell, Morrison, et al., Seated.
(By Special Leased y.'ire to New Mexican)
It's a well managed world, after all.
Chicago, 111., June 12. The nationNew York, June 12. Some hereto- - al committee
From the Washington Star.
just decided in favor of
'
' "
.
fore unwritten history of how .1. P. the six Arizona Taft delegates-at-larj;Mrs. II. S. Kaune who has been very .Morgan helped stem the panie of 1907 and seated them by a viva voce vote.
ill is improving slowly.
by supplying $25,0110,000 at a crucial
The delegates are J. L. Hubbell, J.
Clyde Kane Ely left yesterday for time was dramatically told on the T. Williams, Jr., R. H. Freiidenlha'.
R.
H.
witness
stand
in
ranch
by
bis
Thomas, Robert E. Morrison, F. L. Wright, and
the Espanola valley.
today
Mr. and Mrs. .. M. Ireland of Las president of the stock exchange at that j. C. Adams.
time, testifying before the Pujo com- Vegas are visitors in the capital.
Senator Borah's motion to seat the
mon- Cowden Brothers left this morning mitiee investigating the
Roosevelt delegation was defeated afey trust.
in their automobile for Roswell.
ter a roll call had been refused.
Mr. Thomas said that on October 21,
F. T. Cheetham, the Taos lawyer,
Following the decision of the Ari
onereu
was
was one of last evening s arrivals.
uemg
imn, six per cent
zona contest in the fourth district of'
E. C. de Baca for call money, and none was available. California, and decided to credit the
Lieutenant. Governor
.
. .
........
;
:n..... .1
t... c.
ve- - it..
ne "em. .tu .mines
nas returned to nis nome at
oiuunuu, men iie"- - two delegates to Taft. The vote was
or
ana 27 to 1G
tne
laent
national
.:iiy
uanK,
gas.
B. S. Philipps returned to the lumber asked him for relief, if possible.
Tne nlotion ,0 seat the Taft de!e.
He told the banker that $25,000,000
mills at Truchas, Rio Arriba county,
gatPS from tne fmlrtn California dls- was needed, he said. Stillman sent u.u., wa8 ma(Ie uv E.taUrook of XeJv
this forenoon.
L. T. Hardy, the Espanola business- - him to Morgan, saying that he would Hamnshire,
and was followed by a
man, and Dr. W. E. Hastings, also of tell Morgan he was coming.
m)tion by Borah to seat the Roosevelt
"When I got to Mr. Morgan's office delegates.
Espanola, are visitors in Sanla Fe.
,
Miss Genevieve Morrison of East there was great excitement." said the
A rol
was rcfused on the Borah
Palace avenue, who has been ill with witness, speaking in dramatic tones, motjOIli and it wag defeated viva voce '
A roll (.a, vote tnen moved
bronchitis, is able to be about again, and with many gestures.
Mr. Morgan was in a conference and tne EstaUi-0omotion which was ear-a- s
Ralph Utter with Theodore Krentz
chauffeur, arrived from Los Ange- - People were going in and out. The ex- ,.ied The nationaI committeemen who
les, Calif., in an automobile yesterday, citement was intense. I waited for voted against the Taft delegates
in
minutes, lie came out ot niSjten foin.,n California district were:
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ortiz, prominent mni
Ttet:i- residents of Ortiz. Colorado, were private omce ami sum 10 uie: we are
Knight California; Ilnnnnt.
guests at the Montezuma last evening, gong to ienu you $.'0, i.uuu. i.oiWare; Bnrah, Idaho; P.urnam
H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the over to the stock exchange and
Jackson.
Wight, Louisiana;
Santa Fe road, left this afternoon for nounce it."
Maryland; Kellogg, Minnesota; Flani- me
to
"Allow
a
make
suggestion,! gan Nevada; Ward, New York; Ca- a short trip to Kansas City. Las Ve-- !
vi r. morgan.
gas Optic.
pers, South Carolina; Thorson, South
j.
Snapped His Fingers.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goldsmith who'
Dakota; Monday, Tennessee; Lyon,
He said, Yes, yes, wnat is it :
spent several summers in Santa Fe
Texas; Loose, I'tah; Rogers, WisconI
"I
"that
this
said,
money
think,"
for Mr. Goldsmith's health, are now
sin; Bieber, District of Columbia.disshould
be
into
divided
lots
and
up
located at Kirkwood, Missouri.
following the decision of the fourth
will
tributed
the banks. It
California contest, the national RepubMrs. Harry Benjamin and children Lave a among
better effect."
lican committee took up the contest
came up from Albuquerque today to
"Very good suggestion." said Mr. for six delegates-at-largfrom' Louisspend the summer with Mrs. Benjahe said and snap- iana.
min's mother, Mrs. L. C. Armijo, the Morgan. "Perkins,"
ped his fingers, "Perkins divide that
state librarian.
Taft Gains Twenty-two- .
$25,000,000 up into small lots."
111., June 12
Chicago,
By crediting
E. D. Kinney, P. F. Hanley, TheoGeorge 'W. Perkins, former partner
and
dore Chacon, W. W. Borden, T. E. An- of J. P. Morgan, was the "Perkins" to Taft six delegates-at-largeight delegates from four districts in
derson, George P. Learnard, all regis- referred to.
Louisiana, six from Arizona and two
tered at the Montezuma from AlA Dangerous Condition.
from California, the national commitbuquerque last evening.
Mr. Thomas testified that the loan
tee today added to the Taft roll twenty-tSister Faustina, author of the drama had a very decided effect in relieving wo
The committee now
delegates.
given at Loretto academy last even- panic conditions.
in
"Then it. rested with one man to has under consideration contests
ing, Sister Mary George and another
the third, fourth and fifth Louisiana
Sister, are over from Las Vegas to say whether the panic would go on?
Don't you think that's a dangerous districts.
attend the Loretto commencement.
Talking Treason and Rebellion.
Samuel
Mrs. Lee, wife of Harry F. Lte.' condition?" pointedly asked
Chicago, 111., June 12. Recourse to
clerk of the federal court, arrived in Vntermyer, counsel for the committee.
"1 couldn't answer that," replied the the Roosevelt men who have been seAlbuquerque last evening from Gallup
lected as presidential electors in difwitness.
and this morning left for Santa Fe,
states is the announced plan
ferent
spending the night here as the guest TAFT GAINING
of William r linn of Pittsburgh, should
of friends. Albuquerque Herald.
MORE DELEGATES. the convention
nominate
President
Mayor Celso Lopez and Alderman
Taft. The Roosevelt leader made
George V. Armijo will leave on Sun(Continued from Page one)
this statement today in a vigorous atday for a tour of the pueblos to in- tack on the national
committee in
vite the governors and chief men to Chairman J. L. Hubbell stated that
declared
such a movewhich
he
that
the De Vargas pageant in their ery one claiming to be a delegate could
ment
while
defeat
the nomiit
might
war plumes and costume. Some bun-- j be heard, when some one protested
dred warriors will be here for the oc-- , against the reading of a roll call as nee for president, would save the
party in Republican states.
casion.
made by the committee.
His position was indorsed by Gova
man
"The
who
was
objected
Thomas F. Henry of Arkansas City, t
Kansas, a candy manufacturer, is see-- j Roosevelt man who was not recog- ernor W. E. Glasscock, of West Virnized as a delegate on the temporary ginia, who declared that all the West
ing the sites of Santa Fe today.
Mrs. Leroy O. Moore, East Palace roll.
Virginia Republican electors are for
"Then, apparently by a
Roosevelt and would vote for him in
plan, the Roosvelt men rushed for the electoral college regardless of the
the platform and ., immediately scenes action of the convention.
disorder followed."
Senator Dixon listened to Mr. Flinn
BARGAINS of The
Roosevelt forces, however, soon
and Governor Glasscock, and said "I
left the regular convention which then
don't think there will be any need for
organized, "peacefully," according to such action. You near what
they say. i
Mr. Elder, with 68 of the 9fi votes
will
Roosevelt
Colonel
In
my
opinion,
which had been recognized on the tern.
tariff
The
be nominated.
surely
porary "roll" previously
by
prepared
forces will not dare to steal the nom-the state executive committee.
ination."
in
Arizona.
Way It's Done
Mr. Flinn and Governor Glasscock
Robert E. Morrison, a Taft delegate
to the state convention, said he believ said the state conventions in Pennsyled there was a "fully developed foot vania and West Virginia had not been
ball organization," among the Roose- adjourned and would be
Southeast of Plaza.
velt men who proceeded to run a con if necessary, and the electors given
vention on one side of the stage, while positive instructions to vote for Col- the Taft convention was going on atonel Roosevelt if the ciroumstances
(he other. For twenty minutes, he warranted.
KAUNE
H.
said, it was impossible to hear any"We are not going to allow the nathing. The Roosevelt men then left tional committee to destroy the Rethe hall. The part played by former
publican party in Pennsylvania," said
Governor Kibby was fully explained by Mr. FMnn. "We don't intend to stand
Geo"ge L. Record of Phoenix, who de idly by and lose ten or fifteen confended the Roosevelt delegation.
and the legislature. We
"We claim we had a clear majority gressmen to
protect ourselves at home.
of the legal delegates in that hall," propose
USE
of
the thirty-eigh- t
presiden"Thirty
he taid. "When the convention met,
and if
Governor Kibby took the floor and tial electors are for Roosevelt,
are elected and the nomination is
protested on our behalf against the they
stolen and given to President Taft,
adoption of a temporary roll, .which
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
we did not believe legal. From that those thirty will vote in the electoral
ARE OVER.
time on. there were two conventions college for Co'onel Roosevelt.
and the question is: Which was the
"We don't propose to allow dele:vv Flour quality varies ac- -;
legal one?
gates from the southern states and
o cording to wheat quality.
"The Roosevelt men had not pre- the insular possessions to dictate a
Poor wheat mean? poor
sented their contests to the state exec- presidential nomination to the great
utive committee because they knew Republican states.
. Hour,
poor iiour means
The time has
they would have been thrown out.
come when political rebellion is necespoor bread. The gluten
"If you say a body of men calling! sary for safe protection of the Repub- in hard wheat is the elethemselves the state executive com- lican states. Under this plan, no bolt
ment that makes the
mittee, can determine upon the legal- will be necessary. It would result,
bread raise. Hard wheat
ity of contesting delegates," said Mr. perhaps, in losing a Republican presi
is rich in gluten that's
Record, "you are establishing a
dent but would win locally
hard.
The
more
it's
why
oligarchy that can abso"I have talked with Roosevelt men
congluten the wheat
dominate
affairs."
lutely
political
in Pennsylvania and they agree with
tains the less flour you
In explaining the method of selectme that it is necessary if Taft is nomhave to use that's why
.
ing delegates in Arizona counties, Mr. inated to
carry the fight to the elecRecord said where primaries were noti
7 the use of BOSS PATENT
"
toral college."
FLOUR means real econdesired, delegates were chosen by the
"In our state the entire list of prescounty committees.
omy, better results and
In Maricopa county, the Roosevelt idential e'ectors is for Colonel Roosebetter treatment of your
Govforces, controlled the committee 22 to velt and will vote for hiin," said
digestive organs. :: ::
19, and ordered a primary, after which ernor Glasscock.
is no law to prevent it. The
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, the Taft minority met, and "picked "Therevote
for the electors and not
out" a delegation to the state conven- people
tion. At the primary, he said, only for the president. If the nomination
Grapes, Oranges,
'
eleven out of 950 votes were polled U stolen for President Taft you can
for Taft. Mr. Record declared that! say that West Virginia's electoral vote
had "technicalities" been waived and! will be for Theodore Roosevelt,
"I agree "with Mr. Flinn and we wil'
the results of the primaryin Maricopa
daily county considered,54 the Roosevelt men 'follow the same course. I have looked
would have had
of the 93 delegates up the law and there is no doubt that
in the Arizona convention whose reg-- this action is well within it."
ularity could not be questioned. Amo-- I
Rodriguez Faction Wins,
tion of Senator Borah, to seat the; Chicago, June 12. The Louisiana
KAUNE &
H.
Roosevelt delegates from Arizona, was third delegation, two delegates were
defeated and the Taft delegation was credited to Taft. The delegates
after refusal of a roll call. A ed are known as the Rodriguez
call also was asked on the motion tion. Both delegations from the third
for
to seat the Taft delegates and this were for Taft.

Great Bargains

We Do What We Advertise

MILLINERY

Business

the balance

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Your Patronage Solicited

Safety Spelled the New Way

this month

BENJAMIN'S CLOTHING
It will pay you to compare our Goods and Prices before
ing. We carry a complete line of

e

1.

B. lAUGHLIN,

'

President

,H.

STEPHENS, Cashier;

F

Asst: Cashier "

W. E. GRIFFIN

f

'
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:

GOODS

DRY

AND

buy-

MILLINERY.
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

JULIUS H. GERDES,

-

9

;'

Established

1856.

Incorporated

1903

LADIES' UNDERWEAR

i

NEW STOCK, FINE ASSORTMENT.

i

Skirts, Drawers, Corset Covers and

I

Combination Suits. New Stock
SEE

NEW LINE OF

OUR

THOMPSON S

WARNER'S

AND

S

Dresses, Skirts

and Waists

FOR SUMMER WEAR.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST LINE
THE CITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Did You See That GOWN in the Window ?
IN

Is There Another in the City Like

It?

WE HAVE THE GOODS

!

,

CORSETS

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

GOODS

GO

j

i

AND BRASSIERES

!

Ladles' Summer Underwear
Seperate Garments 10c
and Suits from
MEN'S

1

BOYS'

AND

up

POROS-KNI-

T

Separate Garments and Union Suits

I

25c up

i!

i

MINUS.
P.O. Box, 219.

:

COMPANY,
Phone 36.

:

SURETY BONDS

REAL ESTATE

I Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
!j

f,

and Ranch Property. ... Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every Investments.
thing in the line of First-Class

!

j

e

,

;

i

O. C. WATSON & CO.
1

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico

19 San Francisco St.,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

1FG;

OPTICIAN,

EAST LAS VEGAS,

N.

M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
lrSjHffifflHHt

ni ill

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
'

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and
.

Inspect Them.

B.TONN1ES,

FOR THE

S

'204 W. Palace Ave

HACK SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Pricei Buggiet and Saddle Horses.
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

THEODORE

Phono Black 9

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

Also Oldest Undertaking Firm in Santa Fe Co. Night Cails Promptly Answered

FIRE

FIRE

INSURANCE

WE HAVE A PURCHASER
For Large Lot with House, condition of House immaterial,
outskirts of city, at a REASONABLE PRICE. If you
have such a property let us know about it at once.

in

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,
White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.
JAMES

!

NEXT

TWO WEEKS

1

S.

8

C. McCONVERY,
415 Palace Avenue.

Phone, Black 204.

CORRICL Proo'i

I Chafing Dishes,

Percolators,
Tea Kettles.
Steak Planks,
Round and Oval Trays,

CO.

The Finest Line in Santa Fe.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

Sao Francisco

Street

Boss Patent Flour

j.

Grape Fruit, Apples.

fresh Vegetables

FIRST-CLAS-

More Beautiful Ever Seen in Santa Fe

j

;

TAUPERT,

NOTHING

MISS A. MUGLER.

Next Door to Pos toff ice,

.

Leather and Green Velvet

'

MILLEBY

License Numbers,

IN

e

INSURANCE
I

Artistic Parlor Furniture

Ken-Judg- e

S.

seat-seate- d

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

fac-ro- ll

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

Wood

and'r

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

n

j
Y
A

,HEW HUXIUaN PKWTIKO
Local AgsntB for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk comblKed.
Desk Unit with few or
many Book Unites desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
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U

Roomy, convenient attrac- five, we want to show you
its advantages and possi-bilities. Ofl, write Of phone

m

m

CO.
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Totem poles are found everywhere!
I in Alaska, in large towns, on aban- -

THE FORUM

Probate Court Proceedings.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June

8.

PROFESSIONAL

1S12.

CARPS.

jdoned islands and in the interior. At
Regular Session.
Sitka, an old town, once a Russian
The Probate Court met as per adATTORNEYS AT LAW.
trading post, we saw some of the best journment, with Hon. Canuto Alarid,
totems. They are well cut and pro-- I Probate
Judge, presiding; and Mr. M.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
fusely ornamented. The totem is used A. Ortiz was in attendance as Clerk.
for several
In the first
Attorney arui Counselor at Law.
purposes.
In the matter of the Last Will and
t stationary. Their course is blocked by!
ALASKA.
rtooms
place they are used as monuments to Testament of Edward Miller, deceased,
'a moraine of rock and earth and other the
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO
dead, the symbol of the dead chief- after examining two witnesses to said Caplul OKy Bank Building,
Wonderland Twice the Size of debris which has heaped up during an tain
Santa Fe, New Mexico
being carved at the top, and other Last Will and Testament, the Court
Texas A Tour of Alaska
unusually long period of melting. A symbols lower down the
Assistant
District
Head Oowu)
1912.
In etTot Aiiril
Attorney, Firs
trunk,
the
and
great
approved
same,
(Read TTp)
Mr.
appointed
dead glacier melts very slowly as the for
July, 1911.
the whole trunk of a tree is neces- Fred Muller Executor of said Estate Judicial District.
2)1 I
(I) 1
STATIONS
years go by, though the greater mass sary for a totem . The
(0 2 13) 12 () 30
symbol may be without bond, as provided by said Will
'of it sometimes finds another outlet a bear, salmon, owl, raven,
(Rev. Leonidas Smith.)
p rn
a m
p m
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
or some and Testament, and ordered that let9 il)
0
Lv. Den Moines. N. M.
was
9 00
to
sea.
Our
of
the
The
a
course,
dead other bird, fish or beast.
Davidson is
starting point,
9 40
4
Ruinalcto
8 M
Attorn
Sometimes,
ters
be
issued
to
Mr.
testamentary
10 05
11
Seattle, Washington, a mag:iiticent glacier. This and the Norris we pas- when a chief wishes to make a name Fred
Liedmau
8 30
- - New Mexico.
Santa Fe.
10 20
Muller.
16
8 15
of
sed
to
be
same
t'apulln
the
Paris
destined
the
is
Davidson
The
city,
day.
10 U5
20
for himself and his tribe, he invites
8 05
Vigil
In the matter of the petition of Fred
10 50
a
branch
America.
steamers
From
of
Seattle
25
the
Muir
Glacier
famous
many
T
45
Thompson
other chiefs and their warriors to join Muller to be
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
11 00
3rt
Meloolie
7 35
Guardian to Edheavily laden with freight for the can- which is no longer accessible on ac- him in
11 10
81
. ..('iinnlngtiiim ..
7 25
what is commonly ward Miller, appointed Ward Miller and
celebrating
Attorneys-at-LaNorthH 96
of
of
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count
a
and
mines
George
neries
in
Alas- called a
recent earthquake
gold
42
Ulttion Houdu
6 50
Potlatch, to partake of his Margaret Miller, minors, the court
Practice in the District Court as
13 05
49
... Katon, N. M,...
HI)
land, as well as with sightseers weary ka which has changed the face of the hospitality and to
put up a totem in granted the petition and fixed his bond well as before the Supreme Court ai
.. Krttou. N. M...
45
ol Europe and its throng, ply their country in that region.
2S
his honor. At such a carnival,
?''fton H on b
9 54
the at $.1,000.
the State.
we
the
narrow
routes
DolAs
channels
stood
of
on
the
bow
the
through
.. .
S 0T
J'lAVlU
Potlatch, feasting and dancing are inLas Cruces, .
2 05
New Mexico.
and over the broad bosom of the Pa- phin, at a distance of 500 feet from the
In
Koeblrtr Junction...
8 50
the
matter
of
the petition of John
dulged in for a week; then follows the
.Oolfax
8 20
cific to our Treasurelaud thousands Taku Glacier,
H. Walker asking this court to set
we saw
something giving away of
76
Cerrososo
8 02
3 20
of miles away.
82
a date for the probating of the Last
never to be forgotten. It was Nature possesses, his everything the chief
7 43
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
G. W. PRICHARD,
S 30
blankets, trin5 on
Lv
Ar a in
Oliiiarron
of
out
at work. Masses of the c rackling ice kets, sleds, etc. canoe,
Elliott
We
sailed
8 18
Seattle,
Bay,
4 52
Mash
Attorney and Counsel.- - at Law.
This custom has been Will and Testament of Elizabeth P.
3 48
42
Harlan
McCuen, deceased, the court set the
during the Carnival week, at the time slid off now and then into the water effectually stamped out in most
Practice in all the District Courts
4 05
4 25
94
places first
lUs Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
of the Golden Potlatch.
This famous with a roar like thunder, and every now, for in
Monday in July at 9 o'clock a. ra. and gives special attention to cases
earlier
it
meant
much
days
commemin
was
celebration
Seattle
in
for
mountain
at
the probation of the same.
the vicinity sent back a suffering for the squaws and children
P ra
before the State Supreme Cour".
oration of the first $500,000 shipment distinct echo. Then the detached ice of the honor-lovinIn the matter of the Estate of Juan Office:
chief.
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. V. Ry. train North.
Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
of gold from the Klondyke to our port slowly rose from the depth of the sea
The great lumber mills and logging Miguel Valencia, deceased, the court
Stage for Van Houten. N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
1897. The whole week was a fes- - in the form of ice bergs, and from the
in
camps in Alaska and the Northwest approved the final report of the
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily tival of gayety and song. The city
C. W. G. WARD,
bergs streams poured off as from
ministrators of said estate and Juan
are intensely fascinating
inexcept Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav. $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- was
as
State
hidden within. At night as we dustries. We
Seattle
District Attorney.
illuminated,
brilliantly
springs
Alarid
and
!D
Manuelita
visited
Valencia
lars?
one
were
free.
of
the
gage carried
.
U
l in opaH in nrxri r,n
HCll'lllV it!
For San Miguel end Mora Counties.
.,, on .in thn lntr nrn.fftc i h i - - ;,c,ouli.
a
memmreiuusiest shingle mills in the countrv, and a:scnargea as administrators of said
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. if., for the south at 11:11 p. in.;
all ice bergs all floating to the south, the at another mill we saw
Las Vegas,
large and six small warships,
New Mexico.
from the south at 4:38 a. ru.
logs three estate as also were the sureties.
decorated at night with thousands of searchlight playing on their tops anl feet in
In the matter of the
diameter
two
into
cut
inche
(1) Daily.
of
application
e'ectric lights. Besides very interest- - sides made a very beautiful pano- - and four and
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
eight anfl tweve an(J sjx Miguel A. Otero to be appointed
HARRY D. MOULTON,
ing parades of attractive floats pre-- rama. We could read a paper or book irpn inr.t.
Guardian
of
General
and
his son, Miguel A. Otero,
Attorney-at-Law- .
(3) Euesdays, Thursday
Saturdays.
Passenger Agent. ceded by brass bands, two
airships on board by daylight up to 10:45 P- as the butcher cuts bologna though Jr.. the application was
Santa
and
Fe, New Mexico.
granted,
were visible each evening, and on the m., so when I speak of night up there with far more
Letters of Guardianship were ordered
intricate machinery.
Formerly Special Agent. G. L. O.
placid waters of Elliott Bay a hydro- - I mean midnight.
Alaskan cities are neat and up ro issued and the court fixed his bond at Land Claims and
Contests a Specialty
The greatest industry in Alaska, date,
plane was busily skipping back and
We found $800.
generally speaking.
forth in long curves over the water, next to gold mining, is the salmon churches
and schools and
There being no further business the
jand up through the air, alternately, and halibut industry. Boat loads of
EASLEY & EASLEY,
homes everywhere.
Most of the Court adjourned until the first Mon
!The airships sailed right over the salmon (1S,000 to 25,000 in each boat)
Chas. F. Easley,
. Chas. R. Easley,
are
of
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.
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Attorneys-at-Law- .
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ALARID,
auu some- - aim as suoii as me contracts are streets leiri tho traveler from
iiuu snuifieu ui oeaiue,
Practice in the Courts and before
the
Probate Judge
times the machines descended so low signed, the fish are put through the town to the
Land Department.
Attest:
water-streams
and
!
raging
that everyone could get a close look machines, cooked and packed for falls just outside the limits
M. A. ORTIZ,
Land grants and titles examined.
Som
.
...
...
ui me new uuuunifs. ot these lanes lead
Clc
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
Probate Clerk.
oii,j,,miiS.
straight up the
"""-."in Kinntc uivciiiiuii, cms uu uie neiius, mountain sides or to the
uit-iN. M.
edge of small
wnere nsn are numerous. Most
nines,
,
r .I
Bids.
Penitentiary
ui uiese same rjyways nave no proMcKEAN & CHEETHAM,
For Supplies for the New Mexico
tecting rails, and one may sit and
Attorneys-at-Law- .
for Six Months Ending
Penitentiary,
dangle hislegs over a waterfall and
November
Practice
in all the Courts and B.
30th
1912.
watch the big salmon come up stream
Samples will be required of all arti fore the Interior Department.
tc spawn. The salmon flop or climb
cles marked with an asterisk, and
. New Mexico.
Taos, - up over the rocks and through the all
must
be
samples
labeled,
showing
to
find
waterfalls
some quiet pool un
H. L. ORTIZ,
stream where they may lay their name ot bidder, and name and full
of article. Samples must
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
eggs. It is a marvelous sight and seems description
be delivered to the office of the
to arise almost from a sense of
Super
Practicing before all the Courts in
IN
duty
not later than 9 o'clock a. the State.
with them.
The natives say that at intendent
on
m.,
June 20th, 1912. All bids to be
Santa Fe, - - . . New Mexico
the end of three years
the salmon
leave the salt water of the ocean and made in accordance with conditions of
climb up streams of fresh water to blank proposals, which will be furMRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
nished by the Superintendent on ai
spawn and then to die.
Public Stenographer.
plication. No bids otherwise made will
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
There must be an end to my remin- be entertained. A bond
will be re
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
iscences, or my story will be too long quired from all successful
for
bidders,
Phone Red 162.
me
Kim
kiwiiiciiuie,
editors permis the faithful fulfillment of contracts
sion, I hope to tell you what we saw within ten
of award and a cert
days
at our Alaskan Capitol, Juneau, and fied check of 10
cent of the amount HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVERat Wrangle, White Horse and Ft. W. of the bid will per
TISE?
be required to be furn. oewara, and how we roped a live nished with the bid.
Tell your story to
deer in the Narrows and drank
pure
2,000,000
Groceries and Meats.
Readers
simd waier to our heart's content at
Twelve Dollars.
D. & R. G.
2000 lbs. Apples, dried.
Shasta, because. I suppose, it was free,
We
will
500 lbs. Bacon, breakfast.
place your
advertise
gratis, for nothing.
D.
T. F. &
Fe.
ou ids. Baking Powder, (K. C. 5 lb. ment .n 25 leading
A.,
Sunnewspapers'
plenty of feasting and music every- rips the salmon down the back and
day issue, for $12 per insertion. Decans.)
Wants
to
Locate
at Santa Fe.
where. Everyone seemed to have the! cleans out the waste.
The Indians,
8000 lbs. Beans, Mexican.
scriptive circular FREE.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 2, 1912.
carnival spirit, while the blowing of. employed at all the canneries, then
2500 lbs. Beans, Navv.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Santa
Prince,
horns and the roar of giant rattles, ' scrub the fish inside and out with Hon. L. Rradford
Fe
'
30,000 lbs. Beef, fresh.
..
AGENCY,
',?" ,iexlco'
and whistles, to say steel bl ushes, holding
them under
10 doz. Brooms, warehouse.
Taos, New Mexico.
ar
Sir:
35 cans Corn, canned, equal "Sun- nothing of the brilliant display of fire- water. The salmon are ihen cut in,
I have just finished
works, lent the same air to the oc- chunks by machinery, of course, and
reading your Durst.
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
casion as the Mardi Gras at New Or- a piston, driven back and forth at article in the current issue of the
1000 lbs. Corn Meal, 25 lb. sacks.
Dentist.
leans or Coney Island.
cific
meat
of
350O lbs. Coffee,
Monthly," and I am deenlv im- intervals, forces the
roasted, whole.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The Steamer Dolphin left her dock the salmon automatically into cans pressed by it.
300 lbs. Crackers, 1 lb.
packages.
Rooms 1. 2 and 3.
So much, in fact, that I am lead to
early one starlight evening during all which in turn come in place automati65,000 lbs. Flour, actual weight.
The West Point of th Southwest"
Phone Red 6.
roar
this
and rumpus, and in less than cally. The fish is cooked in the cans, ask whether you know of an
1250
lbs.
Lard compound, 50 lb. cans.
Ranked by United States War Deopening
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5
an hour we were far out toward the the tops are welded and sealed by in New Mexico, of
p.
1500 lbs. Hominy.
any kind, humble
partment as "Distinguished InstituAnd by Appointment.
of
a
means
a
Pacific, enjoying
sea and
9 cases Matches
machine, and finally each or otherwise, for a college and
peaceful
720
to
(Domino,
tion." Armj officers detailed by Wai
can is tapped, sealed for the last
splendid companions.
graduate, aged 27, with prac- case).
Department.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
For days we sailed among the well time and labels are pasted on. Even tical business
750 lbs. Macaroni, bulk.
experience acquired in
Academic
course, preparThrough
known islands, hugging
the Pacific this pasting is done by machinery, the East.
Physician and Surgeon.
600 lbs. Oleomargarine.
men
for college or business
ing young
Office and Residence
Coast along British Columbia, passing two straps covered with paste suppl
150 lbs. Pepper, black, whole.
If you know of any such
I
Itfu. Great amount of open air work.
opening,
Ave., next door to Public Library.
through narrow straits and broad bays ing the paste on each can as it rolls would come on and
2000 lbs. Pork sausages.
grow up with
Healthiest location of any Military
till we came to Southwestern Alaska down the incline to pick up its label
Office Hours
1000 lbs. Peaches, dried.
li a. m to 12:30 n m
School in the Union. Located in the
Our first stop was at Metiakatia,
2 to 4 p. m.
an off the pile at the bottom of the grade.
1500 lbs. Prunes, dried.
Evenings.
in
Thanking
you
advance
for
the
beautiful Fecos Valley, the garden spot
American city, consisting of 2000 Sim-- Salmon sell in Alaskan ports and ia
250 lbs. Red Chili, ground.
Phone Black 47.
courtesy of a reply, I am.
of the West at an elevation of 3utl
psean Indians and a few, that is about the Northwest (Columbia River, etc.)
1500 lbs. Rice.
Very truly yours,
feet above sea level, sunshine every
a dozen, white men. Father Duncan, for a cent and a half a pound,
5 cs. Sapolio.
B. DALE.
who came from England in 1S56, is the' After close inspection
day, but little rain or snow during ths
of canneries
14 bx. Soap, Lenox.
M.
season.
great Mogul here and deservedly so, at Ketchican, Metiakatia and Peters- 20 bx. Soap, Ivory, small size.
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
tor he has given 56 years of his life! burg, we came to Skagwaj
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Thence
3000 lbs. Salt, table, 25 lb. sacks.
to civilizing this tribe of Indians: and we went north on the White Pass &
si: graduates from standard eastern
AVE
5000 lbs. Sugar, granulated.
it is the only case on record of a whole Yukon R. R.. The famous '97 and '9S
Ten buildings,
colleges.
450 gal. Syrup (2 gal.
throughly
Phone.
220
jackets.)
tribe of barbarous people being civiliz- trails
Palace.
to
were
the
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
40 lbs. Tea, green.
Klondyke
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
F. T. Cheetham. Taos.
ed in the life of a single man. No in- - pointed
In all respects.
also
the Chilcook
out,
1000 lbs. Tobacco, Dukes Mixture.
J. M. Ireland and wife Las Vegas.
60 cs. Tomatoes, Colton brand or
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Phone, 237 Black
F. P. Kahnt, Denver.
equal.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
L. T. Hardy, Espanola
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P.M.
5 cs.
1. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Washing Powder, Star Naptha.
Dr. W. E. Hasting. Espanola.
2000 lbs. Weine Wurst.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
4 cs. Concentrated
and W. A. F1NLEY.
Lye.
185 lbs. Yeast. Fleischman's
Coronado,
For particulars and illustrated
(ia
H.
McNally. City.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
equal weekly shipments.)
address:
imiihi I ft ml
L.
Paterson,
City.
and
Grain.
Hay
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Cation
Block, Palace Ave., next
F. Sena, Denver.
"75000 lbs. Oats.
Superintendent
4000 lbs. Bran.
awi w vvciis rargo fcx.
Herrera, Denver.
50,000 lbs. corn.
PHONE 233.
Montezuma.
Coal.
4000 tons Screened Lump Coal.
S. F. Williams, Purcell, Okla.
New Mexican Wi ,f
ua always
'Theo. Chacon, Albuquerque.
brings resii u
Clothing.
4
JET
W. W. Burden. Albuquerque.
gross Pants Buckles.
30 gross Shirt Buttons.
O. K. Frost, Chicago.
40 gross Suspender Buttons
A. J. Wiggins Atlanta.
250 yds. Light Drill.
Theo. Krutz, Los Angeles.
250 yds. Heavy Drill.
Ralph I'tter, Los Angeles.
1500 yds. Ticking, A. C. A.
J. F. Ortiz and wife, Ortiz, Colo.
2000 yds. Canton
E. D. Kinney, Albuquerque.
Flannel, 30 in.
wide.
P. F. Hanley Albuquerque.
250 yds. Toweling, crash.
M.,
Mrs. Cobbett, Tesuque.
2000 yds. Blue Denim.
B. S. Phillips, Velarde.
TO-- St.
200 yds Sheeting, 54 in. wide.
George T. Gibbon, Denver.
if.lW f
r un ii.
Leather, Shoe Findings, Etc.
T. E. Anderson, Albuquerque.
Service or Guarantee?
2000 lbs. Oak Tan Sole Leather.
Louis,
Buffalo,
S. T. Williams, Purcell, Okla.
JUNEAU, ALASKA.
500 lbs. Light Kip Leather.
E. N. Rich, City.
One day an automobile
The Board of Penitentiary CommisE. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
broke
down 25 miles from
sioners reserves the right to reject
New York,
Colo.
Denver,
Dead
J. A. Pollard, Salem, Neb.
Horse Gulch,
toxicating liquor may be sold in the Pass and
home. The owner drug up his
any and all bids, or parts thereof.
Thos. F. Henry, Arkansas City, Kas.
colony, and any man who goes to some Here 300 horses perished in one winter
In submitting bids for above
beautifully printed guaranE. S. Friend and son, Idaho.
suppiies
distant place and gets drunk is driven during the gold rush. The scenery Snbidders should write plainly on
envetee, but there was no return
Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Charles
Patek,
Pojoaque.
we
j land is just like Switzerland,
out forever.
only
lope the following: "BIDS FOR THE
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
ticket attached.
NEW MEXICO
One of the most interesting glaciers have n'ore of it than the Swiss, for
Dates of Sale Commencing: June 1st and on Sale Daily until
PENITENTIARY,"
T.
H.
Kansas
It told him to bring the
Williams,
is two and one half times as
A1ska
City.
with
we
name
the
one
saw
Taku
mile
is
the
of
the
Glacier,
bidder, to avoid
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 31. Except
John Schechter, Denver.
larSe 88 Texas. Waterfalls are numer-abov- e
broken
SO0
of
00
across
bids
to
front
and
feet
the
part to the factory
opening
by mistake before date
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
George P. Learnard, Albuquerque.
set.
peaks are like
This might" ous- - The
the water edge.
but he was twenty-fivis 60 days from date of sale.
ice mountain
has forced
its way'tne Yungfrau and Eiger in Switzer-througSamples may be sent separately
relies from home, and he
For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
landAt stations on the railroad we
the stupenduous
plainly marked and numbered, to the
couldn't ride home on his
found
Plentv of snow in J"1?. an(1 in"
any Santa Fe Agent.
Superintendent.
valleys to the Ocean. More snow falls
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
All supplies must be furnished in
guarantee.
in winter than it is possible for theldu!e(1 ln
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA KE, N. M.
such quantities and at such times as
sun to melt in summer, so when thej The gold mines at Treadwell, Alaska
What he needed
was
the Superintendent may direct.
snows of many winters have piled j produce more gold ore than any other
Service.
The
Dear
People.
By order of the Board of Penitenhigh on the sides of the mountains, gold mines in the world. Out of one
Let us send you the BurThe street show :eit town Sunday, tiary Commissioners.
the
becomes so great that the hole in the earth $:!0,000,000 in gold
Are You a Seller? An advertiseSubscribe
for the Santa Fe New wholeweight
Service Book, "$300,-00- 0
roughs
is
it
between
a
taking
meIt-jWestimated
along
mass
loosened
is
the
JOHN
B. McMANUS,
by
taken. At Treadwell we .were
ment in the classified columns of the Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
a Year."
ing and begins to move slowly, at! shown the 300 stamp mill, in which $400 and $500. Everyone seemed satNew Mexican will put your real es- of the time and works for the
Superintendent.
upprice of an adding machine
first, toward the south. This melting 'the ore is rniBherf. thp vanner rooms. isfied however, but we II bet if a home Santa Fe, X. M., May 18th, 1912.
tate on the market effectively. It will building ft our new State.
some who have read it.
to
bunch
talent
tried
such
"shows"
with
any
the
process
in
which
pres
the
together
great
from
is
sifted
the
gold
put the facts of your property before
sure due to the
The New Mexican i
of the whole silt or tailings, the mess room, where our population would make a noise
nnt!ng
tho eyes of all possible buyers.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe Nevt mass turns the weight
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
Is always prepared to turn out
glacier into clear blue 900 men sit down at one time to a like a "hoss laff." The late P. T.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all ot ice. Such a glacier is called a live
Barnum had the American
brief
your
and
the
concentrates
people
meal,
Sales Manager.
for
work
ready
quicktranscript
New Mexican Want Ads tirlnvt the time and works for the upbuildThere are also numerous smelting, and other features of the sized up right. San Juan County
glacier.
ly, and at the right price. Give us
results every time.
O.
Box
P.
new
of
our
El
State.
702,
ing
Paso, Texas.
dead glaciers ln Alaska. These are plant.
a trial

Pacific

Railway

Company.
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clean-lookin- g

SUMMER

TOURIST

RATES

TO

1

T

V.

I

m'""

Stations East and West

All

FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any
Agent or
W.
P.
Santa
Shea,

'or

'

XT

New Mexico Military

Institute

"Pa-regul-

.

j

1

1mm

j

DR.

fc

I

J.

DIAZ

Hotel Arrivals.

L. F. MURRAYjvTlV

I

SUMMER

TOURIST
RATES

EAST

fBy

SANTA FE, N.

$50.35

$44.35

St. Paul,
$50.25

$76.35

$21.10

$18.15

Chicago,

Springs,

it

$69.35

Pueblo,

$16.85

snow-cappe-

d

e

h

rock-ribbe- d

,

-

j

snow-ballin-

1

j

Com-pan-

y

w.H.lono,
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DR. E. L. HEWETT

SCOURING
EARTH FOR EXHIBITS.

the naval appropriation bill in
mittee to get inserted an item of

Mayor J. J. Shuler of Raton, Has Been
at San Diego Looking Up Suitable Site for Building.
Washington, June 12. Never in the
history of the world has more interest
been taken in antiquarian research
than now.
Never have people of all classes been
more desirous of probing into the mysteries shrouding the twilight of human
existence on this earth.
Governments and individuals are
prying into the records that have been
left to us in stone, and bronze, and
marble, and in various other forms,
perishable and imperishable.
Science has learned to read much
that the past has left in the form of
records.
Much remains to decipher.
There are mounds scattered over the
great Mississippi valley which constitute in themselves, and in the relics
they cover, records of a vanished race
which may have had a highly developed political system with the initiative,
the referendum, and perhaps the recall of decisions as well as the recall
of medicine men.
Activity in Research.
From the Arctic Circle to the Southernmost tip of Patagonia exist ruins
and relics of prehistoric peoples,
some of whom left traces of as high
a culture as any that can be found in
the ancient homes of culture in the old
word. In order to delve into the
mysteries of these ancient civilizations
the government of the United States
is making appropriations every year so
that its scientific men may study the

semi-tropic-

3915.

Prominent among the archaeological
investigations of the next few years
will be those undertaken directly by
the exposition itself, under the direction of the famous government archaeologist, Prof. Edgar L. Hewett, of Santa Fe, N. M., who is now director of
archaeological exhibits for the San

Ixir-etto,- "

e

foil-ag-

Col. D. C. Collier, presi- -

dent of the exposition, met Professor
Hewett in Arizona, and the two struck
The
up an enthusiastic friendship.
professor was delighted with the
plans of the exposition, and since then
he has led an expedition for the expo-- !
sition into Central America where he
uncovered ruins which scientific men
had long been desirous of exploring,
and which tell a fascinating tale of
culture and refinement, among a peo-- !
pie who vanished from their cities and
temples thousands of years ago. All
of this will find a place in the story of
the Progress of Man, which will be
graphically told at the exposition.
Senator Smith Not Napping.
Senator William Alden Smith of
Michigan, who did such valuable work
by securing evidence regarding the
Titanic disaster before those who were'
cognizant of the facts could get away
from the jurisdiction of his special
Senate committee, proved again that
he was not napping when he halted

0

i

progress of the ancient inhabitants of
this continent, and the results of
their study, and of the researches of
hosts of other men of science, will be
told in a most graphic and enthralling
in
way at the San Diego exposition,

Diego fair.

The New Fire Proof Annex of the
Albany Hotel, Denver.
for opening Alaska coal mines for
The success of The Albany Hotel,
the navy, and to demand of the secrefor the past few years has
tary of the navy why the magnificent Denver,
harbor at San Diego, one of the best been such that many who wished to
in the world, was not more fully util- ' patronize this Hostelry, corner of 17th
ized. With the exposition soon to and Stout Sts., have been compelled
open, and with a vast increase of com- to seek accommodations elsewhere on
merce expected on the opening of the account of the Albany seeming always
Panama canal, he declared that it was ' to he crowded.
wrong not to have the harbor put in
Literally, this is true. Other holels
the best possible condition, both for have been doing a successful business
commerce, and for the convenience of taking care of The Albany's overflow,
the navy. He urged that the coaling and in order to accommodate a'l who
station at San Diego be completed so wish to stop at The Albany, the ownthat naval vessels passing through ers wisely decided, six months ago. to
the canal could have at the first port build a seven-storabsolutely Fire
and at the Proof
of call in this country
Annex, this annex to have 120
last one when going east an ample
rooms, each with a bath. This does
supply of fuel. The secretary of the not mean a bath between each room,
to
do
intended
was
it
said
that
navy
but it means a bath with each room,
that very thing, but it took Senator This
large addition to the Albany will
Smith to stir things up.
bo completed, ful'y equipped and fur- Active Construction.
nished by July 1st.
People who visit San Diego continue
While this Annex is being built,
to express surprise that the exposition
management has made so much head- $130,000.00 is being spent in remodelway with actual work on the buildings ing that portion of The Albany which
was built six years ago. installing a
and grounds.
It is being demonstrated already that private bath in each room. At the
the grounds will be marvelously beau- same time, the original part of The
tiful. Foresters and nurserymen, act- Albany Hotel is also being given ating under the directions of eminent tention in the improvement line, 75
landscape gardeners, are propagating additional rooms with bath being intrees of every species that will thrive stalled in that part. Sixty rooms with
in a
clime, and setting private toilet will also be installed.
them out according to the plans for 'With these improvements
and en-- I
the permanent beautification of the largements, The Albany Hotel will be
grounds. Where trees grow every day the largest Hostelry in the Rocky
in the year rapid progress is made, and Mountain
Region, having a total of
where there was little but bare 300 rooms, 2S0
being rooms with a
when
tree
the
ground
planters began private bath, and sixty with a private
their work two years ago, there will toilet.
be luxuriant forest growth at the date
the exposition opens.
COMMENCEMENT OF LORETTO
Like Glimpse of Fairy Land.
ACADEMY THIS EVENING.
Spacious lawns, bespangled with ribbon beds and masses of brilliant flow- Final Closing Exercises Will Take
ers will break the forest reaches with
Drama Last
Place Tomorrow
vistas of color. Palms and giant ferns
Night.
will nod in the breezes. In the midst
Last evening the original and symof all will be the civic center of the bolic drama: "Crowning of
lady
San Diego Exposition City, with the
was given in a charming man"Lath House," a vast structure of fairy-lik- ner by the pupils of Ixuetto Academy
grace, embowered (in dlimbing at the Auditorium in the presence of
e a
plants and filled with splendid
large audience that waxed enthuwhich will need but the slight add- siastic and was liberal in its applause.
ed protection of the trellised strucTonight, at 7:30 o'clock, the graduature to attain full perfection. Foun- tion exercises take place at which
tains will play with beautiful electric- State Treasurer O. N. Maroon will
al effects and bright plumaged birds make the Commencement Address and
will flit about this magnificent aviary
at which a musical and literary properhaps the most notable bird house gram will be rendered by the pupils.
in existence. Around all will be groupThis forenoon at the Cathedral, Rt.
ed the grand and impressive buildings Rev. Mgr. A. Fourchegu, the venerabla
of the exposition, of cement, steel and Vicar General, celebrated solemn
roofs topping
for Benefactors.
The sermon
glass, their
vails of white, almost severe in their in Spanish was preached by Rev. C.
classical beauty.
Balland of Mora. At noon a luncheon
was served the clergy in the Loretto
Picking State Sites.
Commissioners
the refectory. This afternoon, the Juniors
representing
counties of California
and various and Minims gave a most pleasing prostates, including Mayor .1. J. Shuler of gram of musical and literary exerRaton, a member of the New Mexico cises. At four in the afternoon there
exposition, which intend to participate was the benediction of the Blessed
in the San Diego exposition,
have Sacrament at Loretto Chapel.
been on the ground, and several of
them have selected their locations, auivic
in
with the approval of the exposition
PRIZE FIGHT FOLLOWERS.
Some of them have almanagement.
Editorially, the Milwaukee Sentinel
ready completed plans for their build- said of recent date under the caption,
ings. Thousands of carloads of cement "As to Boxers." A recent thoughtful
have arrived and construction work story in the Sentinel concerning
the
will be very active from now on.
present day financial condition of prize
com-

$500,-00-

high-mas-

s

red-tile-

j

tt

Wlote Dollars

for Jingles
In June, 1912, 50 persons will make $20.00 each writing short, snappy
Post Toasties Jingles most acceptable for a " Toasties " Jingle Book.
This offer for June, 1912, is entirely separate from, and in addition to,
the Jingles purchased by us in May, 1912.
Read instructions below, then see how good a Post Toasties
Jingle you can write. It's a pleasant amusement for Girls and boys and
older folks.

Old

(As an example only)
Early mornin? breakfast, sad 'tis to relate,
t
Servant
today, setting awful late,
Father growing nervous wants a bite to eat,
Calls for his Post Toasties, goodness that's a treat.

Mother Hubbard's family, a happy bunch were they,

Jealtfy "V? !?ddle!

"lslory

over-slep-

1

lhe,?ay'
"if"m aI! woulJ
seem-

us' but to

'

"irm inim.'

-

piainw

'

Sign here

Name
Street

Date
.

State
City
Address and mail your Jingles to
Jingle Dept. 669, POSTUM CEREAL CO., LTD., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Use of above form of answer is suggested, but not required.
We will buy 50 Post Toasties Jingles, acceptFill in the missing line of the incomplete
Jingl
able for use in a Jingle Book, received during
printed above, making the last line include the
June, 1912, at $20.00 each.
name Toasties, with correct rhyme and metre
Only the Jingles we pay for will be used, but
Or, write an original Post Toasties
no Jingles, whether purchased or not, will be re-

turned
The names and addresses of the writers of
the 50 Jingles purchased in June, 1912, will be
printed and mailed to each inquirer who sends
us a lc stamped and addressed envelope for
return.
The Jingles will be judged honestly upon
merit, so if you are a sensitive person and not a
good sportsman, don't try, for wehave no time to
'pet up" those whose Jingles are not accepted.

Post

Jingle of not less than 4 lines, any
one line of which must contain "Post
Toasties " or " Toasties."
As many Jingles may be submitted as desired,
No Jingle submitted in May, 1912, will be
considered in this June, 1912, offer-On-

shop-girls-

fcoube-keeper- s,

Fraternaljojieties
masoni;.

Montezuma
Lodi;i
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
eomruuu
Regular
cation first Mor.da
of each month a
Masonic - Hail

7.30.
ALAN R, McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LIN NEW Secretary.

called retroversion." wrtte3 Mrs. LvniA McDo"?Ty diseases s
nald, ot Mecosta, Mich., Koute 1. " 1 hs-- nervous chii'd and numb shh-- j
and they would leave me very weak. Then I h;.i inflammation and ths
I
seven months with our
doctor Baid I had a floating kidney.
He said I would have to have an operation. Then I
fami'y T.hj sieian.
his medicine.
After taking three Ixrttles of Dr. Picree'.H
taking
medicines 1 have not had any nervous chills or weak spells. I am bettcj
Ihan tor years.
"
"My dn'jirhter ifl now taking the Prescription ' and Br. Pierce' n
Golden Medical Discovery, al.-.- the 'Pellets' lor nervousness and weal-- ,
tired fivlin. These remedies have helped her ever so much in a short
time. We have grreat tailh in your meijicmes tor female troubles.

Mrs. McDonald.

lr.

M.

Ne

FOR RENT
with

or

Z

furniture or not.

TO RENT

0

room

house,

D. S. Lowitzki.

Modern house 102

Cha-pW-

St.
SALE-Twn- ato
FOR
plants ;it she

and

chili

Regula:

WANTED A tc.od Jersey cow. Apconvocation
ply to W. G. Sat gent.
Monday of each moat,
WANTED Girl to do general nous-at Masonic Hall a. work in small
family. Apply S. New
7:30 p. m.
Mexican.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
FOR RENT Groom house
with
H. J
bath. 502 Galisteo St. Apply St. VinPellets Induce wild natural bowel movement. ARTHUR SEL1G.MAN. Secretary.
cent's Sanitarium.
Santa Fe Commander:
WANTED Two furniscd or unfurNo. 1, fC T. Regula
Montoya, Miss Tereclta C.
conclave fourth Mob nished rooms lor light housekeeping.
Peck, John O.
Apply H., New Mexican.
day in each cion-tPrudu, Luna J.
Masonic. Hall at 7: Si
Pndilla, Lorenzo
FOR KENT Nice rooms lurnibhed
p. m.
for light housekeeping, with bath. UpQuintaua, Juan 15.
H.
W.
Runtile, Ross Cij
KENNEDY, E. C.
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
w. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Romero, .Miss .Maria Pablita
Rodriguez, Feleciano
Good grass and plenty of water on
Storze, .Mrs. Andy
Santa Fe ixflge o Hie Sunny Slope ranch, three miles
0t
Stevens, Miss Leatiia
Perfection No. 1. 14U out. $2 a mouth lor horses. Box 322,
fa
Salazar, E.
Ancient and Ac City.
degree.
Tiffer, Florencio
W ANTED TO HIRE
cepted Scottish Rite o;
ridTwo
Tafoiia, .Miss Gualupita Oritz y
Free Masonry mee's oi ing ponies for two months, good AuJuly,
Toirez, Julian
the third Monday of each niontt gust. Must be sure looted and sale
Valencia, .Miss Josephine
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In lor ladies. W. G. J., This Office.
Varela, Sra. Petra
Masonic Hall, south tide of Plasa
FOR SALE CHEAP One 2
ll
Valdez, Louise
Visiting Fetish Rite Masons ar tot
blooded Jersey bull, St. Lambert
Vijil, .Miss Antonita
dially Invited to attend.
breed, registered. Also. 2 Berkshire
Walter, Miss Joune R.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
In calling for these letters please,
or
Venerable Master hogs. Apply M. write, Frank Lavan,
Santa Fe, N.
state whether advertised or noi.
HENRY I. STEPHENS, 32
E. C. BURKE,
GOOD
GRAZING
LAND About
Secretary.
Postmaster.
1,000 acres on Vargas Grant, south
of
city, to rent at two cents an acre fo?
B. P. O. E.
460, B. P. O. E. hold entire year. Will rent part if desierd.
Santa Fe Lodge Nr. L. B. Prince.
Its regular session oj
Closing Quotations.
Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
the second and fourtt
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
New York, June 12. Call money 2
of eaci
Wednesday
all modern conveniences, including
(y ;!; Prime paper 3
month. Viiiting broth
4; Silver 61.
Mexican dollars 4S; Copper lfi.75
ers are invitee tut electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building,
fy 17.25;
Tin 47.47
ft 4S.58;
Lead
welcome.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
4.45r 4.55; Amalgamated
Su- - FRANK T. BLANDY,
S5
Atchison 101.7-K- ;
Exalted Ruler.
gar 131:1-4- ;
Great
Northern 133
New York Central
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Oliver Visible Typewriter
118; Northern Pacific 119
Reading
Secretary.
167
Southern
Pacific
109
sale cheap. Perfect condiUnion Pacific 168
Steel 68
pfd
tion and does
Santa Fe

Pierce's Pleasant

fighters serves to remind one that the
kinds of men who are engaged in the
hoxing game are different than Unused to be. The old time fighter was
the pug looking the part. He was
manifestly of a low order and his appearance and general manner did not
belie his looks. The present day fight
er is a dapper, well dressed, fairly
well educated fellow who makes the
game a business.
Surely there is a
world of difference between the old
boxtime champions and the
ers.

lecoai

h

J,

WALL OF WATER SWEEPS
OVER WYOMING TOWN.

yea-fu-

Last Message Interrupted by Flood
Entering Second tory of the
Telephone Exchange.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sheridan, Wyo., June 12. A wall
in the
of water from a cloudburst,
mountains, last night swept down
Clear Creek canyon on the town of
Buffalo, partly wrecking the place and
of
pies'.imab'y causing a number
deaths. At last accounts, the water
was entering the second story windows of the telephone exchange, and
all communication had ceased.
liuffalo has about 2.000 inhabitants,
and is situated in the Clear Creek
canyon, the sides of which are steep
While only a few blocks
and high
wide, the town is more than a mile
long.
Late last night, the telephone op- eiattor at Buffalo called Sheridan and
reported a great wall of water had
carrying
swept down the canyon,
away several brick blocks.
"The water is now flowing into this
room through the second story win
" and here the
dow, and
wires went down and no further com-- !
munication was possible.
One Man Drowned.
Billings, Mont., June 12. When
was recommunication
telephonic
stored to Buffalo, Wyo., this morning,
reports tha tthe cloudburst which
sent a wall of water down the narrow
valley of C'ear Creek canyon upon the
town last, night had caused many
deaths, were proved unfounded. One
man was drowned, but others report
ed as missing have been found. A
dozen frame and brick buildings were
washed away. Property damage is es-- ,
timated at $500,000. The blood sub-- '
sided as rapidly as it came and citizens scattered through the valley today are retrieving their belongings,
stranded by the receding waters.

Sania Fe Chapter
1, R. A.

MARKET REPORT

r

j

1 1

Cami

0

splendid writing.

Could ship on approval and trial.
13514, M. W. A.
Lead and Spelter.
fleets second Tue
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
St. Louis, Mo., June 12. Lead firm,
day each month, c Rosedale, Kansas.
4.42
spelter strong, $i;.S5Q90.
clil meeting tLln
Wool.
TYPEWRf TER3.
Tuesday at FireSt. Louis, June 12 Wool, market
man's Hall.
Vislr Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
steady. Territory and western medi- iiig neighbors welcome.
Ribbons and sup
platens furnished.
ums HltfdS; fine mediums 15tf(17; tine
A. G. WHITTIEB. CVuaiil
plies
Typewriters sold, exchajigel
10S15.
CKAS. A. RISING, Clerlt.
a" rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrites uar
Chicaoo.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. onteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Chicago, 111., Juno 12. Receipts
Lodge No. 259. Holds its change. Phone 231.
SSTTn.
Market
14,0110.
Cattle,
quiet, steady.
S"va regular mpotlni rm fh nri
Texas
Beeves, $0.00:9.40;
steers.
DON'T WANT YOU
jnuisuay ot each month at U the answer
western
$i.O0!gS.1O;
steers, $i!.40ffi:
given to many.
Fireman's
hall
at
n. rn.
7:30
western steers, $(i.40'ifi 8.10;
S.10;
Had
No
any
experience
brothers
are
invited and wel
stockers and feeders, $4.30(5 6.90; Visiting
Write shorthand
No
come.
cows and heifers, $2.$0,f; 8.10; calves
No
Typewrite (all fingers)
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
$5..".0ft!).0O.
No
Keep accounts
DAVID GONZALES,
30.000.
Market
Hogs Receipts,
Strike a balance
No
Secretary.
slow, 5c lower. Light. $7.157.55;
N.
Explain Cr. and Dr. fully
Mixed, $7.237.C5; heavy, $7.25y 7.65;
Balance your pocket money
No
W. FARMER
F.
In business for self
rough, $7.13(37.55; pigs, $5.257.00;
Y'es
Homestend No.
bulk of sales, $7.45ft 7.00.
Bolster up the assets
2879.
Market,
Sheep Receipts, 20,000.
Trimmed liabilities
Brotherhood
of
best steady, others weak.
Your not sure
Native,
No
American Yeorn. Ever
$3.25 (ft 5.25;
western,
$3.60(y,5.25;
Yes
applied for bank loan
Meets First Fri Been refused
yearlings. $4.75'ify 7.0n; lambs, native,
Yes
day of the month A mathematical Romtinzer
$4.50ft8.10;
western,
$4,751(8.35;
at the Fireaian' Get
spring lambs, $6.10 9.15.
Yes
tangled
Hail. H. Poremab Ever learn
No
bookkeeping
BY
SOUTHEAST SHAKEN
E.
P.
A.
Robinson.
Kansas City.
Ever heard of failures
Yes
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
Cor.
Kansas City, June 12. Cattle Reijec. Fred F. Know why
No
Alaric.
ceipts 4,500 including 1500 southerns.
Eliminate the visionary elements in
in
in
Kneel
Terror
Prayer
Negroes
Market steady to strong. Native steers
business, and this is most difficult
No Material Damage Was
ODD FELLOWS,
$6.50 s 9.25; southern
steers SS.OOfi
unless you are trained.
The best
Done However,
No.
I.
O.
O.
2,
F.
S.25; southern cows and heifers $3.50
financial lesson anybody can learn is
Santa Fe Lodge
i'5.50; native cows and heifers $3.25
to make figures tell the truth. Many
I By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
meets
40; stockers and feeders $4. 25ft 6.75;
regularly a bunch of
June 12. Distinct bulls
lying figures walk into
Augusta, Ga
calves
$4.50(?t S.25; every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
$4.OOit.6.50;
earthquake shocks were felt here, at western steers $6.001tS.75;
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth-er- many a widow's home and steal her
western
Ga
little inheritance.
Had figuring picks
Columbia. S. C, and Savanah,
always welcome.
'
v '
'. ,
the pockets of o'd men who had
, .
,
early today Houses were rocked and
iwaiuta
iu,uvif.
riugs
ieccipis
the sleeping inhabitants were roughly
worked a life time to save a meager
to 5c lower. Bulk of sales
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
awakened when their beds swayed and steady
competence.
They have destroyed
7.65;
$7.300.7.60:
packheavy
$5.7a!i
Department of the Interior,
moved several inches. Three shocks
ers and butchers $7.401t7.60; lights U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. the most promising business houses.
Every hour every day business men
.4o;
June 10, 1912. should beware of their figuring. Wo
seconds. Little damage was done and
Market
5,000.
Receipts
Sheep
Notice is hereby given that Julian are
no person was hurt.
experts. We can find out your
lambs Garcia of
Muttons $3.70(S4.75;
Here the shocks were felt more dis- steady.
Kennedy, New Mexico, who, losses or gains and cure them. We
.... ......
.1
ffc
nri.
"
on June 8, 1907, made homestead en- can teach
iinctly- on the hills about the city and
you to do it. To teach the
?z.aow
ings 4.iw6.imp;
in the residence quarter. In
7?K
try, No. 11588, for lots 7 and S and rising generation we are opening in
were
less
ness section they
Eouth half of southeast quarter, sec- the 12 branches in New Mexico and
percept '
Cotton.
There was considerable alarm
ible
tion 6, township, 13 north, range 9 12 in Texas a bank
New
N. Y., June 12. Cotton
where a child
York,
New Mexico meridian, has filed can bank a nickel or
i'mongst negroes and before the last;
east,
more, and draw
five
closed
and
spot,
quiet
points
shocks had ceased many were in pray
to
of
notice
intention
make final a check for a nickel so taught ta
higher. Middling uplands, 11.80; mid- er.
proof, to establish claim to the land value and check every expense. They
Na
sales.
12.05.
u!f.
dlinS
were
At Savannah, the vibrations
above described, before the Register will grow up
knowing the value of
east and west. Houses there were
and Receiver of the V. S. land office, money and will be able to avoid berocked slightly, swaying pictures and flME TABLE ALL
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th ing cheated.
light furniture.
of July, 1912.
We tench all business subjects.
LOCAL TRAINS day
A peculiar feature of the quake at
Claimant names as witnesses:
Walter Norton T. R. G. S., Presiwithin
Columbia wag that persons
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New dent.
The following are the time table
doors felt the vibrations more than
Mexico.
J. A. Wood, professor, Principal.
of the local railroads:
those in the open.
Juan Sanche', of Kennedy, New
John Thompson, Bookkeeping ExRecorded.
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Shocks Scientifically
Mexico.
pert.
Leave
St. Louis, Mo., June 12. The St.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy,
New
Mrs. Jessie B. Norton, Shorthand
to
connect
w.ih
u
No.
re8:10
a.
m.,
Louis University's
seismograph
Mexico.
find Tyiewriting.
Expert
10
No.
eastbound.
and
westbound
One
ceded two earth shocks today.
Frutoso Gallegos, of Cerril'os, New
Miss
Laura Wood and Miss Alberta
10
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at li:
began at 1:27 a. m., and continued!
Mexico.
Smith, Teachers.
ten minutes. The second at 6:14 a. p. m.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE.
m. and lasted until 7:32 o'clock, The;
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Register.
THE BUSINESS UNIVERSITY CF
main shock was at 6:53 o'clock.
1
No.
connect with No. westbound and
NEW MEXICO.
was
the
disturbance
The origin of
j eastbound.
FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
No classes.
Separate desk for efch
estimated to be 1,555 miles southwest
6
Santa
Fe
at
arrive
P.
ill.
Returning
The New Mexican Printing Com pupil. 9 to 5 daily, evenings. 7 to 9,
of St. Louis, near Mexico City
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 P. m. to
pany has on hand already bound, civil
Wednesdays and Fridays.
with No. 7 westboua l and No. 4 and criminal dockets, especially niade Mondays,
Co:ne in, talk it over, say what you
LETTER LIST.
eastbound
up for the use of Justices of the can pay weekly.
List of letters remaining uncalled
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35 Peace. They have printed headlines
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. p. m.
in either Spanish or English on good
If you use embossed stationery, you
M., for the week
ending June 8,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con paper, well bound with leather back can do
no better than placing your ortwo
within
for
1912. If not called
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9 and cornersfi, with canvass sides. der with the New Mexican
Prirjting
weeks they will be sent to the deal westboun(j
Full index in front an a list of the prices will be quoted upon request.
letter omce at wasnington, u. u.
arrive at Santa Fp, 11:30 foes of the Justice of the Peace and Our
Returning,
styles and lor:ns are strictly up
Avis, Francisco
Constables printed in full on the firjt t0 dat- ,p. m.
Bay, Gertrude
t
Belen
for
the
Passengers
page. The pages are 1
Brigalba, Jose
land Pecos Valley points shouii no These books ar- mode up in civil and
It will not
you to waste your
Christ, Lasamie
heave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as criminal dockets separate of 320 tiem writing pay
out your legal form
Collins, G. R.
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu- pages each, or with both civil ana when you can get them already printCarrillo, Simona G. De
at 7:55 P. m. instead of 2:20 criminal bound in one book, with 80 ed at the New Mexican Printing
Jquerque
Eric
Dahlquist,
a. m.
pages civil and 320 pages criminal, Company.
Dunbar, Mr.
civil or criminal $2.7F each.
Donohoo, R. P.
D. & R. G. Ry.
civil and criminal $4.00. For
You will never go wrong in letting
Guynn, Jane
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
$ 50 additional
these books will be your job printing come to the New
Gallegos, Lusiano
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash Mexican Printing Company. Its faGabaldon, Teresita
must accompnay order State plainly cilities are unequaled in the State.
Howard, Miss Katherine
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
Holden, Charles Angel
whether English or Spanish is want
Leave 12:45 p. ai., connects wltH ed.
Huning, Mrs. Arno E.
All legal blanks are prepared acNo. 4 east and 1 south and
Martinez, Miss Lonore
cording to the Statutes of New Mex4:15 o. m. with connection
Martinez, Gertrudes C. (2)
New Mexican want ads. o,"ways ico, new State form, for sale by the
from No. '3 east
Martinez, Manuel
New Mexican Printing Company.
bring results.
!
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cut-of-

6

can make this a pleasant form of enter
tainment, may make some extra money, and in
addition become acquainted with

TD)&fcks

,
the delicious,
crisp bits of toasted Indian Corn.
Try a dish with some milk or cream and a sprinkle of sugar.
ready-to-serve-

"Woman?

Or the woman who experiences hot flashes nothing is so ood to soothe, quiet
and cairn the nervous system as a pure glyceric extract of native medical plants,
and made without alcohol, which has been sold by druggists for the past forty
!;i
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
younger years some women suffer from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria,
headache, bearing down feelings and pain. All these symptoms of irregularity
end female disturbance are relieved by the use of this famous "Prescription"
of Doctor Pierce.
As a powerful, invigorating tonic "Favorite Prescription" imparts strength
to the whole sysism, c.id in puiticulcr to the organs distinctly feminine.
worn-ou- t,
debilitated
ror
teasers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses, "
nursing mothers, anJ feeble women generally,
it is an excellent appetising cordial and rer.torative tonic.

.on?;

FINISH THIS JINGLE

A COMPLETE JINGLE

For Xlie Nervous

11.

Con.-bine-

wet-Arr- ive

!

PACE EIGHT
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Sea the stock he has toNse'ect from. Aid Society of the First
Presbyterian true story" of what had occurred.
We have found that the Sweetness church. Santa Fe ladies have estab-- !
White's examination was concludof Low Prices never equals the Bitter-- lished a reputation for their delicious ed fifteen minutes
after court sat and
ncss of Poor Qua'ity. W. H. Goebel. home products, and always find ready. j Samuel L.
Browne, chief detective of
and
for
them.
all
work
endure
the
buyers
Why
the district attorney's staff, was the
Flag Day Friday is Flag Day.
The selection of a good bath soap next
Adobe bricks for sale at Frank F. bother and heat of having the washwitness ca'Ied by the prosecuing done at home in the warm weath- can be easily made from Zook's great tion.
Gormley.
Fe
stock.
Santa
Phone
Electric
the
er?
variety
Hand painted china in a great varBrowne told in detail of the trap
State Auditor Occupies New Resiety at Yontz's, at very reasonable Laundry for rates on family washing.
laid by the district attorney himself
B. Lamy idenceState Auditor AVil'iam G. Sir-keJ.
Block
Fixing
Up
Lamy
prices.
to catch Franklin, with the assistance
and family have moved into
Two Drunks Arrested Juan Archu- is making extensive alterations and
o; Lockwood.
forblock
to
the
new
their
residence on Galisteo Road,
Lamy
leta and Auspieio Ortiz were arrested improvements
j merly
Mexican
Concealed in Ha Mow.
New
occupied by the
Capitol Heights. It is the place known
by the police for being drunk.
A plate glass front as the Yrisarri house and orchard.
j Printing Company.
Twice
Albo for
Browne and his sleuths visitat
whittening shoes,
Ir being put in.
The House has been much enlarged ed Lockwood's home expecting to enZook's.
Tonight at the Elks, Shall Never ami completely remodeled
Board of Education
by A!r trap Franklin in the act of passing
Meeting A
bribe money to the
y
meeting of the board of education was Hunger, How Washington Crossed the P.MV'ent, who pjichased it
prospective juror,
Delaware Easy Marks.
called for this afternoon.
unlil it. is now one of the finest reti- - said the witness.
On the last visit
to
M
B.
the
farm
Mr.
Now
on
deuces
in
the
Read's
Sale
Do you want your white dresses
History
house, Browne testified,
capital.
blundered so they will look like they illustrated History of New Mexico, just ;ui chased grounds adjoining tlu or- - he concealed two of his men in the
f
rom press, is now for sale and mayjchaid on the north.
One is going pretty early, the other had just come home from the Modishay mow of the barn and another one
'
a pretty girlie going!
a great United States history story on top of a water tank. Browne and
te's brand new? If so send them to be ordered directly from the author,
another man hid on the porch of the
The Santa Fe Electric Laundry.
jor through the New Mexican Printing ;at the Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
Don't forget that .The .Santa Fe house.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the Eye, Ear, j Company. Price $10.
Are Yeu Going
Xose and Throat specialist of Las Ve- j Fishing is GoodBilly Goebel writes Electric Laundry guarantees al! the
Each of the detectives said Browne
gas will be at the Palace Hotel June from Willow Creek, a tributary of the work sent out to be first class in ev-- ! was enabled to hear parts of the conHours 2 p. m. upper Pecos that fishing is good on ery way. Our one aim is to please versation between Franklin and
12th, 14th and 15.
The
to 3 p. ni.
(the tributaries of New Mexico's best our customers.
as the latter led the McXamara
M.eat
Wanted A girl or woman cashier trout stream. He is catching a mess; An Outrage Some sinner killed the detective about the
yard in the dark.
every day and expects to stay all sum-- , fine old dog of Merchant Frank
at the Coronado restaurant.
She
The witness testified that he and
drews and.'that without provocation. Lockwood had
Classy Shirts, the new pin stripes
agreed that the latter
and checks,
Bath Soaps still continue to sell by "While the daughter of Mr. Andrews light a match if Franklin
The Maid In Question
Fergusson McKinney
passed the
was at the home of Superintendent Al- at the box, at Zook's. Special price.
make, none better, jiist received
money to him. Attorney Appel, of
van
N.
Townsends.
Was A Quality Lass,
A
she
His
left
White,
her
Store
Up
Fixing
pony
great
the defense, took occasion to direct
St. Michael's Commencement
The
has come over the grocery side and the dog lying at the horse's a bitter denunciation at the
district
And Bought Only Meats commencement
of
St. store of Frank Andrews on San feet. When she came out, the dog
exercises
attorney during the examination.
Michael's College takes place on Mon- Francisco street. It has been enlarg- - was dead, a twenty-twcaliber rifle
He declared that Fredericks was
Of The Quality Class !
day evening, June 24, in the Loretto ed, repapered and is being repainted ball having ended his existence.
He '
to justify a palpable "frameup"
so that all cases and counters will be 'A'as a particular pet of the girl and trying
auditorium.
induce the commission of a crime
Vacuum Cleaning saves time, mon- a glittering white.
the discovery came as a great shock and
to her' Andrews had been Paying the in order to further his own interests.
ey and dust. See or phone Sparks.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Saw Bribe Money Passed.
Did You Notice the change of ad- 'Rooms
dog tax n tne animal the past five
hav-;
and
elegantly furnished
Los Angeles, Calif., June 12
vertisement of the Santa Fe Hardware ing all modern conveniences, incluii-- : 'ears. HjnS ne of the few in town
and Supply Company on page eight? wg electric
Browne, after relating graphically the
light, steam heat and who Vny'riog tax, and feels the
It tells you something of the standard
passage of the alleged bribe money
in the First National
Bank rage keen,y-- j
to Lockwood, which he witnessed
line of plumbing fixtures.
to
M.
F.
Jones.
building.
Apply
i
If you are looking for a gift for the
from a rooming house window, and
Selling Lots of Fishing Tackle Lo-- i BROWNE, THIS IS
Phone 92.
June bride, do not pass by Yontz. cal hardware merchants declare that
TERRIBLE," SAiD DARROW. the subsequent springing of the trap
on Franklin, said that Darrow accostthey are selling an unusually large'
amount of fishing tackle. People are Detectives Were Concealed in a Hay ed him while the detective was on
his way to the district attorney's of-- .
Mow When They Trapped
beginning to discover that a vacation!
fice.
spent in Santa Fe's mountains is)
Bert Franklin.
"Darrow
worth three vacations spent on the
said to me," testified
.
seashore.
Browne, "My God, Browne, what is
j (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
this?" "I said bribery."
Los Angeles, Calif., June
For beautiful filigree work, there is
12.
Can't Trust a Drunkard.
no one that can make it more beauti-- "Browne, this is terrible. You do the
"Can nothing be done?" "I told him
can for us, and I'll take care
ful than H. C. Yontz. See what he Dest y
he ought to have had better sense
of you."
has ere purchasing elsewhere.
'
than to hire a man like Franklin; that
Tnis. testified Detective Samuel L.
The
off sale of Nathan
was drunk all the time.
of the district attorney's of- - Franklin
Salmon
to
on
wear
Browne,
silk
dresses
ready
Think what it means to you to have a
"I told Mr. Darrow that there was
dainty bathroom, a
was
means
Clarence
what
S.
fice,
Darrow
a
deal
to the careful
great
convenient cleanly laundry and a bright, glossy white kitchen
nothing he could do except see Capbuyer. It means that for a very said to him shortly after the arrest tain Fredericks.
sink. It means satisfaction, a constant pleasure to know that
amount you will be able to add of Bert H. Franklin, for the bribery of
"Theri he said, 'If I had known anyyour home is properly equipped with well designed plumbing
to your wardrobe very materially. Do George N. Lockwood, the charge upon
thing like this would happen, I never
nxtures.
not fail to visit the store and see what which Darrowr is on trial.
would have allowed it to be done.'
A Frame-uThis will be the case when
they have.
Charged,
"Then he left and said. 'You do the
we install 'Standard" guaranteed
Los Angeles, Calif., June 12. C. E. b;:st you can for us and I'll take care
If you want your white dress and
lace veil to look lovely and snowy White testified today at the trial of of you.' ''
plumbing fixtures in your home.
In addition to the excellence of
white in the De. Vargas procession Clarence S. Darrow that the district
next Sunday, send it to The Santa Fe attorney had promised him he would
the fixtures, we install plumbing
All legal blanks
according
not be prosecuted for his part in the to the Statutes of prepared
Elecfric Laundry.
in a careful and correct manner,
New Mexico, new
alleged bribery of George N. Lock- State form, for sa'e by th
thus insuring a perfect equipment
Penates
Moving His Lares and
N.T
Karl Greene of Democratic headquar- - wood if he took the stand and told "a Mexican Printing
throughout, and will gladly go into
ters, is today moving family and
details if you will call or write.
household goods into the Gildersleeve I
cottage on East Palace avenue. He;
Santa Fe Hardware
has leased the eastern end of thei
roomy cottage, which, with its finej
"Standard" "Albion" Bath
& Supply Company
orchard and garden, makes a very at- jg
tractive home.
It's a comedy and a good one, Easy
Marks, at the Elks' tonight.
For Sweet Charity's Sake The sale!
Located One Block East front Old San Mijtuel Church.
of home made and
goods
Phone Black 12.
at the store of Frank Andrews on
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr
!
San Francisco street, attracted many
Down Town Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
i
buyers today. The sale was by the

What

f The Home of Quality Groceries

is the difference
between a
guest Heaving at 4 a. m. and a pretty
girl speeding an auto?

I

I

j

1

j

i

Going Picnicking?

j

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

rec-r.ll-

j
'

A

Picnic Would Be

i

"Where
MyPretty Maid?"
"To
Quality
Market, Sir,"

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Lock-woo-

Said.

I

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

e

o

AN DJEVERYTH ING

She's

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

35c.
Phone 4.

'Phone 4.

1

s

HIGH-GRAD-

ery

any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel trave's over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
bi'ce a year. It will increase the
li
and accuracy of your watck
iiwvt yuur watcn wnn us
y,

one-thir- d

'l

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

'

SECURE THE BENEFITS OF HF
GOOD PLUMBING NOW

S . SPITZ,

A

out-bath-

:

-

HAVE YOUH WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or clean 'n longer than

i

i

ATj

F. ANDREWS
'

6

Here!

Plaza Market Co.

BUT ER! BUTTER f
NOW

Beaded

p

FOR

E

!

j

Watches
and
Clocks.

i

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

"Time Pieces That Are

home-bake-

Reliable."

!

i

1

pEATURING
1

TOE

MJc

331 off

mine
READY-TO-WEA-

at 33

R

1th, for one week only, we feature

1-

-3

o rice

per cent, discount.

High-Grad- e,

SILK DRESSES AT

for Street, Afternoon and Evening
Wear. They are Taffetas, Foulards
and Messa lines come in Navy, Tan,
Green, Copenhagen, Changeable Effects
and White.

OQ
InrPCCPC
11U U3V Ml L33 V3 tPtP3
sales
Assortment.
KP

11

r,

Ready-to-Wea-

33

331

1RF

Beginning Wednesday, June

at a Special June Price,

DISCOUNT.
There are several styles showing
Lace Trimmed Picture Collars. Where-eve- r
your summer place may be, you

It is not often that such dainty,
stylish Silk Dresses are offered at so
big a reduction. Included are Dresses

B-flni-

d

need
Baldwin

"4-ln-- l"
m

IBM

IB

I

At Least One Silk Dress
in your wardrobe, and this is your

portunity to escure it at a

nominal price.

';'

op-

4f

0 DISCOUNT. We have the largest line
city. Ever style, color
A and quality that is made for the market. Come in our store and ask our
You
xxr t.
as we ad
i

people to show you our House Dress
close them out at 20 cents per yard. At June price, a few
yards of pITee SHk
Ladies' White, Lawn, Batiste, Voile, Marguerette and Lineree Dresses

in-t- he

ZJL 7l

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
!

2S

f

33 N? PCr Cent

and we
going to
ff"33 U3 pef cent off"on 3,1 our
Madfas-,eft-

'

NATHAN SALMON

d

